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Letter From America. With respect to the late
Alistair Cooke, we have focused our American
news under a section at the rear of the publication, just to keep the American material
together at this particular period of time.
Cover. Housing stands out as the Biggest domestic
issue presently, as parliamentarians and other
politicos, and senior government and private
banking people, and social commentators, are
continuing the excellent economic and social
debate—sorry, discussion. Affordability. Prices.
Tax relevance. Some very good views and so
clearly expressed in recent times. And some
other views which are less easy to understand.
We have featured important Banks.

EDITORIAL – THE PRE-BUDGET EDITION
With many countries of the world involved
in controversial international diplomacy and
more defence-oriented affairs, one could stand
under a gum tree, or elsewhere, and wonder
and reflect back on what buttons caused the
World Wars of the Twentieth Century. Many
parts of which are in the memory, and not just
in the history books, of many of you readers.
The Media are having the times of their lives as they
report all the incidents around the world, filling up
their screens and pages. This Editor will continue to
provide Objectivity and Facts, so that you can even
better make up your own minds, often perhaps by
sharing a coffee and a meal around the table, to
sort out what the media might have said, or could
have put elsewise. Whether it be with matters
beyond our own national borders or within them.
Might one recommend to join the Australian
Institute of International Affairs which Melbourne
Office and facilities are in East Melbourne.
Can we work as a Nation again with Infrastructure,
Education, Health and Economic and Social policies
again. The Divide between what was the two major
political Parties or groupings in Australian Society
and the in-between groups or Parties, which
appeal to particular aspects of Australia, leaves
us with a lack of Decisiveness. Its’ not all Prime
Minister Turnbull’s Fault. Some of the Emotions
of some commentators do lack facts and looking
forward. Perhaps Energy is the largest space here.

In the formation of Australia's first bank in 1817,
Governor Macquarie leased property from Mary
Reibey, who we all recognise from the $20 note.
Eventually Australia's oldest company moved to
new premises designed by Varney Parkes, son
of none other than the Father of Federation
himself Sir Henry Parkes, on it's journey to
becoming the Bank of NSW and now Westpac.
There are a few other figures included this
month that have some link to the formation
of or development of Australia's banks.
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ʇʇ Work for the Dole less
ʇʇ The Energy World
ʇʇ Budgetary arguments.

FEATURE
The Australian Bankers’ Association Inc

Australia’s leading banks, working together to
make banking better. Together we will make
changes that will lead to better banking for
customers: products, services and culture.
Its Members:
ʇʇ Commonwealth Bank of Australia
ʇʇ Westpac
ʇʇ National Australia Bank
ʇʇ ANZ
ʇʇ St George
ʇʇ Suncorp Bank
ʇʇ Citi
ʇʇ ISBC
ʇʇ BOG
ʇʇ ING DIRECT
ʇʇ ME
ʇʇ Bank of Melbourne
ʇʇ Bankwest
ʇʇ Bendigo and Adelaide Bank
ʇʇ MyState
ʇʇ Bank of Sydney
ʇʇ Defence Bank
ʇʇ Bank SA Rural Bank
ʇʇ Arab Bank Australia

Former Queensland Premier has been appointed
chief executive officer of the ABA, an industry
group representing twenty-five banks in Australia.
Bligh has said that she does not want a banking
royal commission, which is at odds with federal
Labour leader Shorten. A commission is very different from an inquiry, which has been held recently.
The above information was recently in a
large advertisement in one of the major
papers, and otherwise in the news.
As many readers might observe, there are many
financial institutions which provide Housing
finance, which are not members of the ABA.
It is interesting or worse in the way that ‘the
government in Canberra’ treats the world of
‘lobbying’. The relationship between Canberra and
the outside world. Perhaps the photograph of a
gate, taken recently on the Monaro, better explains
the relationship. How to enter the relationship…

And some of the Shouting by people who
want to change Our Existing Society

Advertise with Us — Get your
voice to the people that matter.
Want to get your firm or product in front of the power-holders
of Australasia? Advertising with Letter from Canberra is the best
way to do so.
Read by CEOs, MPs, and movers-and-shakers in Australia and
beyond, our magazine gets your voice to the people who matter.
Email alistair@affairs.com.au or call +61 408 033 110 to discuss how we can help you.
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Hinch after he decided to vote for the ABCC Bill.
The bill moves to toughen the law, starting with a
reduced transition period from two years to nine
months. The bill also highlights that companies
that have non-compliant deals with the CFMEU
will be ineligible for government contracts
during the transition period, The Australian.

Land Tax for Housing Affordability

GOVERNANCE
Conservative Crisis

The fragmentation in Australian politics that sees
the fracturing of the voting base of the Turnbullled Coalition parties highlights a phenomenon
evident around many Western democracies – the
crisis of conservatism. This varies from nation to
nation but is most convulsive in the US, where
Donald Trump energised the conservative base
yet shattered unity, leading to the question: what
does conservatism stand for in the world of 2017?
It was 1994 when John Howard, from the
wilderness, first enunciated what became
the central organising principle of his success
in office: that the Liberal Party was best seen
as embodying the two great classical political
traditions, liberalism and conservatism. While
Turnbull admires Howard as a role model, he
declines to operate the same strategy.
Tony Abbott unveiled his full mission as he
launched a struggle for the soul of the Liberal Party.
The lesson Abbott draws from Trump is that without stronger conservative policies, the Coalition will
‘drift to defeat’, writes Paul Kelly in The Australian.

Turnbull Needs to Convince

In a world of greater uncertainty, Turnbull’s
challenge will be to convince voters that he
will fix the things he can, The Australian.

PM Bites Back

Facing a dangerous moment of conservative revolt,
Malcolm Turnbull ripped off his ‘above the fray’
mask and declared a new political war not just on
Bill Shorten but on Labor’s tactics to destroy his
government’s policy and economic agenda during
2017. The Prime Minister’s attack on Shorten was
the most electric speech in parliament by a prime
minister since Julia Gillard’s famous ‘misogyny’
speech against Tony Abbott, The Australian.

ABCC Passed After Hinch Change of Heart

‘My view is that I listen to people and that’s what
I did. I contacted Malcolm Turnbull and told
him we needed to look at this again’ says Derryn
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Home buyers would save an average of $32,000 in a
proposal to kill stamp duty and replace it with land
tax, which would deliver billions of dollars to fund
schools and hospitals. The proposal, costed by the
Parliamentary Budget Office, will put land tax back
up for debate when Parliament returns next week
as the government looks to marks its authority
on the housing affordability crisis less than two
months out from the federal budget, The Age.

Next Budget to Look At
Housing Affordability

The surge in investors entering the housing
market and squeezing out owner-occupiers
comes as the Turnbull government prepares
a housing affordability package for the May
budget that will aim to make entry into the
market easier for first-home buyers, while
also addressing rising rents that are barring
people at the bottom of the market, The Age.

Cuts to Help Budget

Former Prime Minister Tony Abbott’s pet projects
have been sacrificed by the Turnbull government,
as Treasurer Scott Morrison scrambled to find
savings to deal with plummeting revenue. The
much-hyped ‘nannies pilot program’ designed to
help women return to work after having children
has been cut, with the government slashing the
program’s 3000 places to just 500, delivering
a saving of $170.4 million over two years.

Mr Abbott’s Green Army has been confirmed
dead, with the government looking to save
$224.7 million over the next four years. The
program was placed on the chopping block,
with some of the savings going to pay for the
government’s recent deal with the Greens to
provide $100 million to Landcare in exchange
for their support on a revised backpacker tax.
The Wage Subsidy Pool for those aged 25 and over,
which was set up to encourage businesses to hire
older workers, has been capped, with $329.5 million
stripped from the program over the next four years.
The Youth Employment Package also known as
Prepare, Trial, Hire or PaTH, has also been cut, with
$25.7 million taken from the program for budget
repair and to fund ‘policy priorities’, The Age.

No Exchange

Finance Minister Mathias Cormann has
slapped down suggestions from Liberal

MP John Alexander that the government is
‘working on plans’ to exchange capital gains
tax concessions for property and investors,
amid confusion within the Coalition about its
housing affordability strategy, The Australian.

Docs Weigh in on Gun Control

The Australian Medical Association has
weighed in to the heated politics of Australia’s
gun laws, saying ownership restrictions
should be tightened and a real-time national
firearms register established, The Age.

18C Inquiry Deflates Liberal Hopes

An inquiry established by the Turnbull government in response to an internal push to reform
race-hate laws has stopped short of backing
any major change, a result that could be a blow
for the Coalition’s free-speech advocates. The
Parliamentary inquiry, convened in response
to sustained backbench agitation to water
down section 18C of the Racial Discrimination
Act, instead suggested a raft of changes
to the Human Rights Commission and its
complaints handling process, The Age.
Australians are resentful of a culture of political
correctness preventing people expressing opinions
on sensitive cultural issues, says the chairman
leading the parliamentary inquiry into freedom of
speech, as a new poll reveals increasing support to
remove the words ‘insult’ and ‘offend’ from controversial section 18C of the Racial Discrimination Act.
Liberal MP Ian Goodenough, a migrant of Eurasian
heritage who is heading the inquiry ordered
by Turnbull, said his objective was to simplify
the law to protect ethnic and racial minorities
while preventing ‘reverse discrimination’ against
mainstream Australians. Mr Goodenough
said resources should be directed at stopping
material racial discrimination and serious conduct
resulting in harm, violence or incitement to violent
acts and ‘not cartoons and trivial matters’.
‘What we are trying to achieve is to protect
ethnic and racial groups from harm and
detriment but it is not the role of government
to police petty social misdemeanours’ Mr
Goodenough told The Australian.
NO Changes will take place to 18C presently.

Power of the Crossbench

Senate crossbenchers are blocking billions
of dollars’ worth of savings measurers across
education, health and social services portfolios,
forcing the government to find alternative
ways to plug a $13 billion funding gap.

Donation Reform

Prime Minister Turnbull is preparing to ban foreign
donations to Australian political parties and
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improve transparency in a bid to restore faltering
public trust in the system. But the Prime Minister
has been accused of hypocrisy for backing a better
disclosure regime while being reluctant to reveal
how much of his own money he contributed to
the Liberal Party’s re-election fight, The Age.

CEOs Push For Action

Malcolm Turnbull is staring down business chiefs
who are pushing to legislate for same-sex marriage,
amid a split in corporate Australia over an attempt
to sabotage the federal government plebiscite
plan. Senior government ministers and prominent
business figures attacked an unprecedented
move by 20 of the nation’s top CEOs, who signed
up to a letter putting pressure on the Prime
Minister for immediate action, The Australian.

The Regressive Left

The next time you receive substandard service
from an airline, phone company, energy retailer
or bank, console yourself with the knowledge
that the organisation is an enlightened one
fighting for gay-marriage, feminism or some
other Leftist cause du jour. Sure, prices are
going up as service standards plummet, but the
important thing is that the company treating
you like a mug is pandering to the right people.
By mislabelling every opponent as some
homophobic, transphobic, cisgender monster, the
LGBTIQ activists are guilty of engaging in the very
behaviour that they fear in their opponents: baseless bigotry. The demented reaction to the recent
discussion about marriage equality between federal Liberal MP’s Tim Wilson and Andrew Hastie
demonstrated the intolerance of some activists.
It’s telling that a civil chat between two intelligent
men who like and respect each other, but have
different positions on gay marriage, would be
so triggering for the crybabies of the supposedly
‘tolerant Left’ who claim such discourse as
impossible, writes Rita Panahi for the Herald Sun.

WA Lib Blowout

West Australian Liberal 2017 state election
campaign – a six-week period that ended
in the catastrophic defeat of the Barnett
government and has reduced the party to a
pitiful 13 seats in the 59-seat parliament. It will
be remembered as one of the worst election
campaigns in recent history, The Australian.

YouTube Ad Ban

The Australian Government has joined the
global boycott of advertising on Google,
announcing that it would ‘suspend all non-corporate campaign advertising from the YouTube
platform’. The government made the decision
on advice from its media buying agency, Dentsu
Mitchell, out of concerns its ads could appear
alongside inappropriate content, The Age.

Company tax done

With Parliament not scheduled to reconvene
until May, the government extended sitting hours
to force through its company tax cuts, from last
year’s Budget, and 18C race hate law changes.
NO CHANGES ‘The Senate will not rise until our
company tax cut proposal has been dealt with’ said
Finance Minister Mathias Cormann, The Age.

Baird Resigns

Mike Baird has taken a parting shot at Australia’s
failure to embark on tax reform and warned that
states face a health funding ‘cliff’ after a shock
resignation that paved the way for Treasurer
Gladys Berejiklian to become the state’s seventh

An alternate view of ANZ bank building, Melbourne

Premier in 12 years. Citing a decade in political
life and serious health challenges in his family, Mr
Baird said it was ‘appropriate that governments
refresh and renew’, declaring that he was not
part of the government’s future, The Australian.

names, according to new figures from the
Australian Republican Movement, The Age.

NSW ICAC Seeks Commissioner

Mike Baird’s resignation comes as arrangements
for the Independent Commission Against
Corruption remain in a state of flux as the search
continues for a new commissioner for the body
which will operate under drastically curtailed
powers. The commission which presided over
the downfall of jailed former Labor MP Eddie
Obeid but has also been criticised for a series
of jurisdictional overreaches, is searching
for a new head and panel to operate under
a new structure designed by the Premier.
Mr Baird’s departure paves the way for former
police minister and ICAC scalp Mike Gallacher’s
return to the party room after a hiatus sparked
by his embroilment in ICAC’s Operation Spicer
investigation of political donations, The Australian.

Republican

The push for an Australian republic now
attracts majority support in both houses of
Federal Parliament including some surprising

PARTY HAPPENINGS
Nats Overlooked for Inquiry Chair

The federal Nationals are upset over a deal in
which Pauline Hanson’s One Nation will chair a
parliamentary inquiry into the lending practices of
banks to farmers, The Australian Financial Review

Rise of Conservatives

Between One Nation, Cory Bernardi and National
George Christensen, Australia’s rising tide of
nationalism and conservatism shows no sign of
abating. Election in WA and Queensland will go
some way to indicating whether the perceived
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the supporters are going and I honestly fear the
party will not get them back. It’s on life support’.
Abbott outlined a five-point plan to recover
the government’s conservative credentials
through such measures as cutting immigration,
cutting spending, cutting taxes, ending the
renewable energy target and scrapping the
Human Rights Commission, The Age.

Liberal Party Take on Bernardi Split

‘What Senator Bernardi has done today is not a conservative thing to do because breaking faith with
the electorate, breaking faith with the people who
voted for you, breaking faith with the people who
have supported you through thick and thin for year
and, indeed, decades is not a conservative thing to
do’ said Government Senate leader George Brandis.
‘The Liberal Party needs more people, like Cory, who
believe that freer citizens will make a fairer society
and a stronger country and who are prepared
to speak out and make a difference’ said former
Prime Minister Tony Abbott, The Australian.

Branch-Stacking Controversy

Yet more coffee with the Editor

swell of disaffection with mainstream politics is a
tsunami or more of a trickle, The Weekly Times

Libs-Nats WA Preference Spat

The Turnbull government is defending an
unprecedented preference deal that saw the
Liberals put One Nation ahead of the Nationals
in Western Australia, with a senior frontbencher
saying Pauline Hanson’s Party is more ‘sophisticated’ than it was in John Howard’s day, The Age.

Abbott Causes Coalition Rift

Senior Liberals fear the Coalition has embarked
on the same inevitable path to self-destruction
that tore down the Rudd and Gillard governments,
as cabinet ministers moved to denounce Tony
Abbott yesterday for publicly criticising Malcolm
Turnbull. Former Abbott backer and ally Mathias
Cormann delivered an unexpected attack on
Mr Abbott, the Finance Minister accusing the
former prime minister of being destructive in
his continuing criticism of the Coalition and
labelling his public comments ‘self-indulgent’
and deliberately unhelpful, The Australian.

Back to the Drawing Board

Queensland’s major parties are being rocked
by internal jockeying for prize seats in looming
pre-selection battles, after a massive redrawing
of the state’s electoral boundaries within
months of the next election, The Australian.

Major Parties ‘Ignoring National Interest’

The Coalition and Labor must take responsibility for the rise of One Nation, according
to Liberal National MP Warren Entsch. The
Queensland MP said Australian would continue
to turn to minor parties if the major parties
including his own, ‘ignored national interest’
by passing legislation divided by party lines
regardless of what voters want, The Age.

Liberal Party in Crisis

Peta Credlin – Tony Abbott’s former chief of
staff – says he has the right to speak out on
policy as a ‘custodian’ of the party’s right wing
base. She says she has spoken with hundreds
of grassroots Liberal members in recent weeks
and the anger is palpable ‘By God they’re angry
and they are leaving in droves and its shows in
Newspoll after Newspoll. The party is bleeding,

Ethnic branch-stacking is an old Labor game. It’s
very unattractive. Under the guise of actually
caring about newcomers you get an organiser to
sign a bunch of people up to a branch. The new
members may not realise they’ve been signed
up, someone else pays the membership. Or they
may well come from a country where keeping
sweet with the authorities is a lifeline, so they
assume the same system operates here.

Without great English - not a requirement for
humanitarian visas, nor for secondary applicants
–these people are unlikely to go to branch meetings
and cause any bother by actually demanding a
say. They get nothing, but the branch-stacker
gets bigger numbers to in turn increase their
power and control. It’s not limited to Victoria.
NSW Labor has made an art form out of it.
Chris Pyne called this out ages ago, in November
2002 to be precise. That might be giving him too
much credit because in a speech in Parliament he
cited former NSW Labor premier Barry Unsworth,
in a report in 2000, concluding 90 per cent of
members in the federal seat of Fowler had been
signed up by branch-stackers. It was clear to
Unsworth then, and probably before, that exploiting ethnic hostilities, exploiting new migrants, was
the key to branch-stacking by some in the Labor
Party, writes Amanda Vanstone for The Age.

A Friend In Need Is A Friend Indeed

Pauline Hanson’s One Nation has emerged as
the Turnbull government’s most reliable voting
partner in the Senate, defying early predictions
that the upper house would be even less
manageable than before. An analysis of Senate
voting patterns by Fairfax Media shows Hanson
sided with the government on 74 per cent of
the votes from August to December last year.

There were 183 votes over this period. By contrast,
Derryn Hinch voted with the government 61
per cent of the time, Liberal Democrats senator
David Leyonhjelm 60 per cent and the Nick
Xenophon Team (NXT) 54 per cent, The Age.

Fundraiser Blind Spot

A fundraising club linked to the right of the Liberal
Party is obscuring its donors by failing to make
disclosures to the Australian Electoral Commission
as required by law, says a political donations
expert. The Deakin 200 Club was launched in
June 2014 by Foreign Minister Julie Bishop, along
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with right-aligned federal MP’s Kevin Andrews,
Josh Frydenberg and Michael Sukkar, and then
Victorian Liberal Party president Tony Snell.
With membership about $200 a year, the club
hosts regular fundraising events, The Age.

Christensen Resigns as Whip

National’s firebrand George Christensen has
resigned from the job of parliamentary whip,
saying his ‘constant outspokenness’ meant the
position was untenable. The whip is meant to help
enforce parliamentary discipline during votes in the
House of Representatives, record votes and help
determine who speaks and when during debates.
However, Christensen has spoken out on a range
of policy issues, including repeatedly threatening
to cross the floor and back Labor’s proposal for a
royal commission into the banking sector, The Age.

Who are the One Nation Voters?

One Nation voters are not who you think they
are. Working class, worried about job security
and living in outer urban or inner regional seats,
One Nation voters are likely to be traditional
supporters of Labor as of the Coalition. While
the focus so far has been on the damage the
outsider party causes to the right, its impact
on the left also has the Labor Party worried.

Ian McAllister, professor of political science at the
Australian National University and co-director
of the Australian Election Study, said the voters
lured by One Nation in 2017 were different to
those who first followed the Pauline Hanson
drumbeat almost 20 years ago, The Age.

Shooting for Gun Control

The National Party Senate Whip Bridget
McKenzie told Fairfax Media she was attracted
to the newly formed Parliamentary Friends
of Gun Control by the promise of ‘evidence
and facts’ in the debate over guns. Senator
McKenzie established Parliamentary
Friends of Shooting last March, The Age.

Vic Libs to Put One Nation Ahead

A longstanding Liberal policy to put One
Nation last on hoe-to-vote tickets is likely
to be dumped by the Victorian branch of
the party, amid warnings the Coalition is
bleeding votes to the hard right, The Age.

Lib Company Pays Party $900,000

A Liberal Party owned company that bills
taxpayers for computer services, Parakeelia,

has made its biggest-ever cash transfer to the
political body, sending more than $900,000
last financial year. Parakeelia, wholly owned
by the Liberals, paid the party more than
$715,000 in 2015-16, according to electoral
commission disclosures, The Age, in February.

Rudd Calls for Labor Change

Kevin Rudd has made a dramatic call for
the Labor Party to reform on the 10-year
anniversary of his taking the ALP leadership in an opinion piece in The Age.

Payne’s Back to Work

The Prime Minister has indicated Senator Marise
Payne is ‘back at work’ and there will be no forced
reshuffle. Senator Payne’s illness has fuelled
speculation within the ministry that she will
have to be replaced, which would spark a wider
reshuffle of the frontbench, The Australia.

Abbott Wants to Maintain Plebiscite Policy

Tony Abbott has delivered a blunt message to the
Prime Minister, warning not to break faith with the
Australian people and allow a free vote on samesex marriage in Parliament. Tensions within the
government over same-sex marriage have erupted
again after Fairfax media revealed moderate
MPs were preparing a push for the Coalition
to abandon its policy that a national plebiscite
should be held before any vote to Parliament.

Mr Abbott spoke exclusively to Fairfax Media
to warn his successor there should be no free
vote – a move that would almost certainly ensure
same-sex marriage becomes legal as Labor and the
Greens would also vote for the law change – and
that the proposed plebiscite should remain party
policy. ‘Malcolm Turnbull made a clear election
commitment that the marriage law would only
change by way of people’s plebiscite, not free
vote on the Parliament’ he said, The Age.

One Nation Goes Stateside

One Nation senator Malcolm Roberts has met
senior advisers to President Donald Trump on a
trip to the US, strengthening ties he says were
‘dramatically damaged’ by the Australian governments support for Hillary Clinton, The Australian.

Cabinet Minister Fails to Disclose Finances

A Turnbull government cabinet minister has been
caught out failing to declare her financial interests
properly. Potentially placing her in ‘serious contempt’ of Federal Parliament. Employment Minister
Michaelia Cash did not declare a mortgage on a

$1.4 million investment property for almost four
months – and finally made the disclosure only
after questions from Fairfax Media, The Age.

Conservatives at ‘AntiIslamic’ Group Dinner

Two of the Coalition’s leading conservatives have
been named as ‘special guests’ at $150-a-head
dinner being held by anti-Islamic group, Q
Society of Australia. Senator Cory Bernardi
and MP George Christensen appeared at
the ‘In Defence of Freedom of Speech’ dinner
in Melbourne on February 10, The Age.

WA Libs Preference ON over Nats

A controversial preference swap arrangement
between the WA Liberal Party and One Nation,
which Colin Barnett said he was uncomfortable
with – has dominated the election campaign since
it was announced. Under the deal, the Liberal Party
preferenced One Nation over alliance partner
the Nationals in the state’s upper house. The
outcome of the deal is seen as a test case for how
the Coalition should respond to the One Nation
threat in other states and federally, The Age.

Labor Stirs Up Ethnic Tensions

It is disappointing when politicians stir up racial
and religious tensions for their own political
purposes. And it’s not politicians on the Right
I’m talking about. It’s Bill Shorten, who tried to
mobilise ethnic and religious communities against
increasingly likely changes to section 18C of the
Racial Discrimination Act, with warnings of ‘a
new foothold for divisive and hateful abuse’.

As part of his crusade, Shorten has pointed to
the bogeyman of a ‘green light’ to anti-Semitism;
tactics that are as predictable as they are
patronising. What Shorten doesn’t understand is
that many Jewish Australians, including myself,
share the same concerns about 18C as an increasing
number of people in the wider community.
Specifically, that banning forms of expression
merely because they are ‘insulting’ or
‘offensive’ is inherently incompatible with the
right to free speech. Public opinion has no
doubt shifted by recent incidents like the 3 ½
year case against three university students
because of harmless Facebook banter and the
spectacle of a satirical cartoon coming under
investigation by a government commission.
Incidents like this have nothing to do with ‘hate
speech’ – as nebulous a concept as that is – but
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about the Orwellian idea that the state can
determine – and prevent – things as subjective
as insult and offence. To be sure, many Jewish
community organisations do support 18C. But other
Jewish voices are among those arguing that change
is need, writes Gideon Rozner for the Herald Sun.

NSW Cabinet Reshuffle

Factional allies and key right-aligned supporters
have been rewarded in Gladys Berejiklian’s
reshaped cabinet, with several senior ministers
relegated and at least one considering quitting
politics. Matt Kean and Don Harwin have
been promoted into cabinet, taking the fair
trading and energy portfolios respectively,
and right-aligned MP Anthony Roberts has
been given planning and housing central
to the NSW Premier’s plan this term.

Planning Minister Rob Stokes will replace Adrian
Piccoli in education, while Families and Community
Services Minister Brad Hazzard will take up
health. Mr Piccoli, Roads Minister Duncan Gay and
Disability Services and Multiculturalism Minister
John Ajaka joined Health Minister Jillian Skinner
in being demoted from the cabinet, while Police
Minister Troy Grant will have his role split with
counter-terrorism responsibilities, The Australian.

Labor to Let ON ‘Implode’

Labor strategists are planning to delay the next
state election in Queensland until 2018 to give
One Nation time to ‘implode’, following the party’s
disastrous showing in Western Australia, The Age.

Victorian Motions

The Liberal Party’s Victoria council passed
three motions to adopt new federal policies: to
exempt feminine hygiene products from GST, to
relocate Australia’s Israeli embassy from Tel Aviv
to Jerusalem, and to increase Victoria’s share of
federal infrastructure funding from 7 per cent to 20
per cent. Motions to embrace nuclear power and to
adopt energy policies that reject ‘climate alarmism
demonising CO2 emissions’ were rejected, The Age.

Careerism Politics

Nearly half of Liberal MPs in the federal parliament
are former political staffers, party officials or
government advisers, a steep increase since
before the last election. Analysis by Fairfax Media
shows 49 per cent of Liberal MPs have worked in
state and federal politics before being elected,
up from 36 per cent in the 44th Parliament.
Inside the Labor caucus, 55 per cent of MPs have
worked as staffers, electorate officers or advisers
before being elected, while 40 per cent have
worked in roles within the trade union movement.
Before the election, 13 per cent of Nationals MPs
were former staffers or ministerial advisers,
rising to 18 per cent in the 45th Parliament.

The number of female Liberal MPs dropped to
its lowest in 25 years in 2016, with 13 women
on government benches in the House of
Representatives. Melbourne University principal
fellow Nicholas Reece said elected representatives
should have a diverse range of backgrounds, and
the increasing proportion of career politicians had
helped fuel voter anger at politics around the world.
‘The fact that Ben Chifley was a train driver
who became a magnificent post-war prime
minister and Pauline Hanson was a fish and
chip shop owner are both examples of people
with everyday backgrounds that can be highly
appealing to the electorate’ he said, The Age.
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Penalty Rates Cuts for Higher Wages?

Small Business Ombudsman Kate Carnell will
push to allow retail and fast-food companies to
trade penalty rates and overtime for a single higher
hourly pay rate. As buoyant employers seek to
build on the Fair Work Commission’s historic cut to
Sunday and public holiday penalty rates, Ms Carnell
said her agency would present modelling in support of the plan to the tribunal in coming months.

In its 550-page decision, the commission confirmed
it would investigate allowing award-covered retail
and fast-food companies and employees to trade
penalties and overtime for higher hourly pay without the need for an enterprise agreement. The FWC
decision cuts Sunday penalty rates for full-time and
part-time retail workers from 200 per cent to 150
per cent under the award. For full-time and parttime award workers, Sunday rates will be reduced
from 150 per cent to 125 per cent, The Australian.

Entsch Backs Penalty Rate Cuts

Turnbull government MP Warren Entsch is
prepared to lose his seat defending the Fair
Work Commission’s controversial decision to
recommend reducing Sunday penalty rate cuts. Mr
Entsch, the member for Leichhardt in Queensland,
said the Coalition had to stand and fight back
against Labor’s penalty rates campaign, The Age.

Penalty Rate Cut to Hurt More
Than Just the Hip Pocket

Cuts to penalty rates will hasten the ‘mass
casualisation’ of Australia’s workforce, leading
to a decrease in job security, less paid leave and
more workplace stress, a new report warns. The
McKell Institute says the Fair Work Commission’s
‘alarming’ decision to cut penalty rates for a range
of retail, hospitality and fast food workers will further discourage employees from pursuing secure
part-time or full-time work, pushing them instead
into less secure but higher-paying casual jobs.
‘For many workers, casual work can be an attractive
and flexible option’ the left-leaning think-tank
says in the report. ‘But for others, casual work
means less job security, less annual work breaks,
and a more tenuous relationship between
them and their employer. These factors result
in enhanced job insecurity, which can lead to
financial stress and poor health outcomes.’
The Fair Work Commission draft decision, which
came after almost two years, 39 days of hearings,
statements from nearly 145 witnesses and reading
through 5900 submissions, will see Sunday penalty
rates for full and part-time retail workers cut
from double time, to time and a half, The Age.

Full-Time Drop

Full-time employment collapsed to its
weakest point in 16 months in January
after two months of gains were reversed,
leaving Australia with 56,100 fewer full-time
workers than in January 2015, The Age.

Abbott Slams FWC

Former prime minister Tony Abbott has seized on
the shock resignation of vice-president Graeme
Watson to accuse the workplace tribunal of being
‘pro union and anti-jobs’ while business groups have
called for the Turnbull government to overhaul
the commission to address claims of dysfunction
and bias, The Australian Financial Review.

Morrison Looks Into Regional Productivity
Scott Morrison has directed the Productivity
Commission to identify as a matter of urgency

the hardest-hit regions and towns most at
risk of job losses and economic decline as the
mining investment boom ends. In a direct
pitch to disaffected communities that the
government fears could be lost to One Nation
on a belief that they are being left behind
economically, the terms of reference will include
the controversial issue of skilled migrant workers,
typically those on 457 visas, The Australian.

Calls for FWC Disbandment

It is high time the FWC was shut down. It is
past its use-by date. The behaviour of many of
its members verges on the unethical. Some of
them are incompetent, some are lazy. And while
the extent of union membership continues to
wane significantly – in the private sector it is
now only 12 per cent – the system offers a vast
array of privileges to registered trade unions.
It is the resignation of one of its few sensible
members, vice-president Graeme Watson,
that has prompted me to raise the issue of the
outmoded and crumbling FWC. Rather than exist
with a whimper, he had decided to go out with a
bang, penning a tightly argued three-page letter
to Employment Minister Michaelia Cash about
the profound failure of the FWC to meet the
objectives of the Fair Work Act. I know he could
have written more. On this latter score, diplomacy
won, writes Judith Sloan for The Australian.

FWC Decision Reaction

Staff at Woolworths and Wesfarmers-owned
businesses, including Coles, Kmart, Target and
Bunnings, are employed under wage agreements
that expired long before the Fair Work Commission
ruling on weekend pay. Experts say the employers
held off promising new arrangements ahead of the
tribunal’s decision, which slashed retail workers’
Sunday rates from ‘double time’ to 150 per cent.

Now that the decision has landed there are
widespread predictions that these deals will now
be pushed through once the cuts take effect
from July. None of the big companies contact was
willing to comment on the prospect of new deals,
but the Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees
Association claimed employers have been stalling
negotiations ‘in anticipation’ of the ruling, The Age.

SMSF CEO Steps Down

One of the staunchest defenders of the $600
billion self-managed superannuation sector,
Andrea Slattery, will step down from her role as
chief executive of the SMSF Association in May.
Ms Slattery was involved in the establishment
of the association in 2003 to cater for the
needs of professionals servicing the growing
self-managed super sector, Herald Sun.

Unions and Labor Butt Heads

The labour movement has split in the wake
of controversial comments from the ACTU’s
new secretary Sally McManus defending
law-breaking industrial behaviour that has
sparked a furious government attack on Labor.
Ms McManus told the ABC’s 7:30 program she
believed in the rule of law ‘where the law’s fair,
where the law’s right, but when it’s unjust I
don’t think there’s a problem with breaking it’.
Union leaders rallied behind Ms McManus’
defence of breaking the law where it was
‘unjust’. But Opposition Leader Bill Shorten
swiftly distanced himself from the comments
‘If you don’t like a law, if you think a law is
unjust, use the democratic process to get it
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changed’ he said. ‘I just don’t agree. We believe
in changing bad laws not breaking them’.

The federal government will move within weeks
to break down barriers that discourage older
Australians from ‘down sizing’ to smaller homes,
in a bid to release more property to the market
and help tackle housing affordability for younger
families. Retired Australians would gain new
incentives to save the proceeds from selling
their houses to move to more practical homes,
with forecasts suggesting the measures could
free up more than 50,000 properties a year.

Victoria’s Labor Premier Daniel Andrews
agreed, saying Australia’s democratic system
was based on people campaigning to change
unjust laws. National Secretary of the Transport
Workers Union Tony Sheldon said employers
had been gaming the industrial relations
system and laws needed to change to protect
workers’ wages and conditions, The Age.

Unpaid Work

The story of these 22 men from Vanuatu is compelling not only because of the sheer brazen nature of
their exploitation, which was described by Justice
Michael Jarrett in a judgement as ‘appalling’. But,
significantly, the exploitation occurred as part
of the Australian government’s own program to
bring seasonal workers from Pacific islands.
The scheme is supposed to fulfil the need for
low-skilled labour in Australia’s horticulture sector
and to deliver aid in the form of employment
to struggling Pacific nations. It’s also supposed
exploitation proof. But these men’s treatment
reinforces the fear that some had of the Seasonal
Worker Program that it would mimic the
notorious practice of ‘blackbirding’, in which
up to 62,000 Pacific Islanders were forced into
slavery in 19th century Queensland, The Age.

EBA Ripping Sunday Workers Off

Junior workers working under union-sanctioned
EBA deals would be better off if the Fair Work
Commission’s proposed cuts to Sunday penalty
rates were enforced. Prime Minister Turnbull
presented research showing enterprise bargaining
agreements leave hundreds of thousands of
Sunday workers worse off. Mr Turnbull also
outlined bans for secret payments between
businesses and the unions, Herald Sun.

New Head of ACTU

New ACTU secretary Sally McManus has a long
involvement as a leading ‘activist’ with the Search
Foundation, the wealthy organisation created
to succeed the dissolved Communist Party of
Australia. Ms McManus, touted as the most leftwing official to lead Australia’s union movement
in modern times, is a former vice-president of the
foundation that inherited millions of dollars from
the Communist Party when it was disbanded in the
early 1990s after the collapse of the Soviet Union.

BUSINESS, ECONOMY,
MANUFACTURING & FINANCE
Small Business Boom

New figures released by the Australian Bureau
of Statistics measuring the change in the number
of business entities shows small businesses
are growing exponentially. In fact, in the last
six years alone, the amount of businesses with
one to four employees has grown 18 per cent
with 285 new businesses starting every week.
Something is driving Australian’s to ‘have a go’
at starting their own business. Perhaps this is a
result of an innovation boom. Perhaps it’s fall-out
from the collapse of the mining boom. Or is it the
next generation of workers who aren’t prepared
as previous generations to take orders from a
boss because the next generation wants to be the
boss? Writes Bernard Salt for the Herald Sun.’

House Prices Could Cause
Economic Downturn

The OECD has warned of a ‘rout’ in Australian
house prices, leading to a new economic downturn,
saying both prices and household debt have
reached ‘unprecedented highs’. The warning is contained in an otherwise positive biennial assessment
that broadly mirrors the Australian Treasury’s.
The Survey says house rices have climbed 250
per cent in real terms since the 1990s, with
much of the increase taking place in the past
few years, ‘straining affordability, especially
for first-time buyers in Sydney’. ‘A continued
rise of the market fuelled by both investor
and owner-occupier demand, may end in a
significant downward correction that spreads
to the rest of the economy’ it warns, The Age.

The government is preparing to introduce more
‘intent’ rules to the Age Pension asset test and the
caps on superannuation to ease the penalties on
retirees who enjoy the once-in-a-lifetime windfall
from selling their family homes. A favoured
opinion among cabinet ministers is to allow some
house sale proceeds to be put into super so retirees
do not suffer a big hit to pensions when they sell
homes – a key factor that makes thousands of older
Australians reluctant to downsize, The Australian.

Watchdog Keeping Ear to the Ground

The Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission is putting the unregulated hearing-aid
industry on notice, saying it is concerned about
its ‘inappropriate’, sales driven nature. Hearing
aids can cost as much as $16,000 and are
sometimes sold to people who do not require
them, the ACCC says. Audiology Australia, which
represents 2500 audiologists, urged consumers
to seek advice from certified members, The Age.

Banks Under Pressure to Reform

Scott Morrison is dialling up the pressure on
the nation’s trouble-prone banking industry,
hauling in each of the major bank chairs for
meetings to stress the importance of making
good on the industry’s promise to overhaul
its governance and culture, The Australian.

World’s Biggest Law Firm in Oz

Dentons, a global legal firm, is now in
Australia. With 7,600 lawyers in 57 countries,
it is the largest law firm in the world.

Rio Board Reshuffle

Rio Tinto has announced three new directors will
join the board including departing Shell finance
director Simon Henry, while two will leave. The
move will leave Rio with a 13-person board. It is
understood the chairman plans to retire in the next

The new ACTU leader has already signalled her
intention to make the ACTU a more vigorous
campaign machine, pressuring Bill Shorten to
commit federal Labor to stronger pro-union
workplace laws. In its mission statement, the
Search Foundation says it seeks to build
a ‘democratically socialist and ecologically
sustainable Australia’ and supports ‘many radical
and progressive movements and causes’.
Ms McManus was accused by Coalition frontbencher Christopher Pyne of ‘anarcho-Marxist
claptrap’ for saying she had ‘no problem’ with
breaking laws considered ‘unjust’. But with
a different leadership style and anticipated
influx of new blood joining Ms McManus at
the ACTU, some union insiders are concerned
she might divert considerable campaign
resources to issues consistent with the Search
Foundation’s causes, The Australian.
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name and trademarks in Australia and New
Zealand as part of the deal, The Australian.

Aussie Icon Sell Off

Australian company Hills has sold the right
to make and sell Hills Hoist clotheslines after
concluding it could not make money from the
product. The ASX-listed company outsourced
its gardening and laundry when Woolworths
decided to exit the home improvement
market and close Masters stores. Woolworths
paid Hills $6 million to dissolve the deal.
Hills revealed a deal to sell its gardening and
laundry products business to fellow gardening
product manufacturer AMES Australasia, The Age.

Ag-Tech Company Sale

Small Australian nutritional ag-tech company The
Healthy Grain has raised $8 million by selling a big
slice of its business to Japanese global corporation,
the Teijin Group. The funds will be used by the
company, which specialises in the contract
growing and sale of non-genetically modified
grain varieties with special health and nutritional
properties, to expand the markets for their niche
high-value products in the US, Europe and Asia.

THG, which remains one-third owned by
CSIRO and the Australian public, has the
commercial rights to grow and sell BARLEYmax,
a variety of barley high in fibre and good
for digestive health, The Australian.

Cross-Selling the ‘Tip of the Iceberg’

The corporate watchdog’s court action
against Westpac wealth management arm
BT Financial Group for allegedly breaching
advice laws when cross-selling superannuation
products may just be the ‘tip of the iceberg’
for future cases involving the big banks’ nest
egg products, Industry Super Australia chief
David Whitely has warned, The Australian.

Treasurer Not in the Clear Yet

Scott Morrison’s great escape from a 2016 credit
downgrade doesn’t mean he’s in the clear, even if
he gets lucky in 2017. Having made the slightest
of gains in the current financial year – improving
the deficit to $36.5 billion from the $37.1 billion
forecast in May – is a positive sign that the
headwinds of failing income growth and vanishing
tax revenue, The Australian Financial Review.

Peter Lalor in Ballarat, as speaker of the Legislative Assembly of Victoria. a far cry from his earlier rebellion
as a two-armed miner. His inclusion here is due to the importance of the Gold Rush for Australia's banks.

year or tow, once new managing director JeanSebastian Jacques is more established in his role.
The three new directors will be Sam Laidlow,
former head of British gas and power company
Centrica, David Constable, a former head of
South African energy and chemical company
Sasol, and Mr Henry, The Australian.

Rio Asset Sale

Rio Tinto has agreed to sell two major Australian
coal mining assets to Chinese-controlled miner
Yancoal for $3.2 billion, under a deal that all but
completes the company’s exit from the type
of coal used in power generation. Mt Thorley
Warkworth has two open-cut mines, with Rio
owning 80 per cent of the Mr Thorley part and 55.6
per cent of the Warkworth mine, The Australian

RBA Not About to Phase-Out $100 Notes

The Reserve Bank of Australia has poured
cold water on the idea that getting rid of
$100 notes would curb criminal activity. In
fact, criminal elements prefer the $50 note
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‘because of its ubiquitous use in legitimate
transactions’, the RBA said in its December
Bulletin. ‘Any phase-out (of $100 notes) may not
be particularly disruptive to those engaged in
such activities, The Australian Financial Review.

ANZ Asset Sale

ANZ chief executive Shayne Elliott has
commemorated a year in the top job at
Australia’s third-largest lender by cementing
the next stage of the bank’s Asian retreat with
the $1.84 billion sale of its stake in Shanghai
Rural Commercial Bank, The Australian.

Another ANZ Asset Sold

ANZ has ticked off another asset sale from the
bank’s list of non-core businesses distracting
from chief Shayne Elliott’s vision, offloading
New Zealand asset finance arm UDC to China’s
HNA Group. HNA, the conglomerate whose other
interests in the region include a stake in airline
Virgin Australia and commercial property, also
bought the Esanda car dealer finance brand

CBA and NAB Come Clean

The Commonwealth Bank and the National
Australia Bank have entered into enforceable
undertakings (EUs) with the Australian
Securities and Investment Commission
after foreign front-run orders to personal
accounts and triggered client stop-loss
orders, The Australian Financial Review.

Happy Little Vegemites

A deal has returned Vegemite to Australian
hands. Bega Cheese, the ASX-listed dairy
producer revealed it would buy Vegemite and a
host of other Kraft products from the American
giant Mondelez for $460 million. The Australian
icon first went on sale in 1923, The Age.

FWC Decision a Win for Small Business

Small business owners have backed the Fair
Work Commission’s decision to slash Sunday
penalty rates. Council of Small Business of
Australia chief executive Peter Strong says
the Fair Work Commission’s decision creates
equity in the marketplace. ‘Small business was
being unfairly penalised’ he says, The Age.
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ACCC Loses Case Against Woolies

The Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission has lost its Federal Court case against
Woolworths that claimed the supermarket
heavyweight mistreated suppliers by seeking
extra payments to cover a ‘profit gap’. The charges
related to an internal Woolworth’s program
known as ‘Mind the Gap’ which sought $60 million
from more than 800 suppliers to plug a hole in its
earnings leading up to Christmas 2014, Herald Sun.

ACCC Moves for Illicit Tabacco

The Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission has issued a draft determination
proposing to deny authorisation to British
American Tabacco, Imperial Tabacco and
Phillip Morris to jointly stop supply to retailers
and wholesalers they believe are supplying
illicit tabacco, ACCC Media Release

Negative Gearing Reform Not Happening

Treasurer Scott Morrison has used London’s
expensive property market as an argument against
scrapping negative gearing to improve housing
affordability in Australian cities such as Sydney.
Speaking to the AFR Weekend at an Australia Day
function in the British capital on Thursday, Mr
Morrison dismissed calls from Labor and some
Coalition backbenchers for the government
to consider winding back tax concessions for
property investors as part of new housing
affordability measures due in the May budget,
The Australian Financial Review Weekend.

Former CEO Sentenced

Former Billabong chief executive Matthew Perrin
has been sentenced to eight years jail for fraud
and forgery over a $13 million loan he desperately
needed to keep himself afloat during the global
financial crisis, The Australian Financial Review.

Coke Execs Retire

Three directors of Coca-Cola Amatil will retire
along with chairman David Gonski at the beverage
supplier’s annual meeting in May. The company
says non-executive directors David Meiklejohn,
Wal King and Tony Froggatt will retire leaving
eight members on the board, Herald Sun.

ScoMo in Talks with Bank Lobby

Scott Morrison is trying to calm a political storm
over his relationship with the big four banks
by dismissing talk of a ‘veto’ over meetings
with former Labor premier Anna Bligh amid
Coalition anger at her appointment to the
industry’s peak lobby group, The Australian.

Housing Prices Continue to Sky-Rocket

The Melbourne and Sydney housing market are
continuing to ‘defy belief’ but banks have warned
that government measurers designed to address
affordability could actually drive up prices.
National Australia Bank chief economist Alan
Oster said property prices were showing no signs
of slowing, despite concerns about affordability
two months out from the federal budget, The Age.

Retail in Crisis

There is something seriously awry inside Australian
retail. Business models are under pressure
and collapsing at a rate not seen for years. The
reasons are as varied as the businesses that
have succumbed to their fate, but key themes
include onerous leases that pile too much cost
on a business, that might of foreign retailers
setting up in Australia, and the never-ending
treadmill of sales and aggressive discounting
that has slashed profit margins, The Australian.

Shorten Hypocrisy on Penalty Rate Cut

The Fair Work Commission recommendation on
penalty rates simply reflects the changed world
we live in. It’s been too long coming. Sunday
rates in largely hospitality industry will hopefully
align much more with Saturday penalty rates
in a few years’ time. More businesses opening
on Sundays and some opening for longer hours
or employing more people is a good thing.
Bill Shorten doesn’t say much about all the big
businesses that have union-approved deals
to pay their workers far less than the penalty
rates small businesses are stuck with. Nor does
he say much about the payments from those
companies to the unions. It shows he’s playing
us for fools. Voters don’t warm to that.
We would all benefit from understanding why
Shorten thinks it’s OK for a young person working
with Hungry Jack’s, for example, to get paid so
much less than a kid working in a small family
run business across the road. Or to put it another
way, why the small business has to pay about
40 per cent or 50 per cent more in wages on
Sundays, writes Amanda Vanstone for The Age.

FWC Ruling Provides Jobs While
Sending Others Backwards

The Fair Work Commission’s recent ruling suggests
it had some sympathy for a Saturday equivalence,
given it moves to bring Sunday penalties closer
to those attaching to Saturday shifts. The more
compelling element of the commission’s historic
ruling, which has the unprecedented effect of
lowering pay across a whole industry without
offsets, can be called the jobs justification.
This posits that lowering peak labour costs on a
Sunday will encourage new or reluctant business
owners to trade when they otherwise would not
or could not, leading to more jobs overall. One
advocate for the lowered Sunday rate conceded
the promised employment increase might be
overstated, but said if it amounted to a modest
10,000 new positions across the country, this
was still worthwhile. When I put that to a Labor
source, he called it ‘dud arithmetic’ because it
paled against the claimed 700,000 who will now go
backwards, writes Mark Kenny for The Sunday Age.

Coalition Needs to Get Over
Bligh Appointment

Canberra should really get a grip. The hullabaloo
in Coalition circles over former Queensland
Labor premier Anna Bligh’s appointment as the
head of the Australian Bankers’ Association is a
disgrace. Out here in the real world, people are
recruited for senior positions because of their
relevant skills and attributes. They’re generally
not disqualified because of their voting choices.

Bligh’s job is to herd the cats at the ABA, build
some semblance of consensus, and successfully
lobby influential politicians and the major
parties. Her financial management skills – or
lack thereof – as a premier and treasurer of
Queensland are irrelevant. Bligh is an intelligent
and engaging advocate, and will need to call on
every last bit of those skills to settle an industry
position on key reforms, The Australian.

TRADE

Refer Letter From America

REFUGEES AND IMMIGRATION
Columbian Punk Rocker
to Be Reconsidered

A Colombian punk rocker is seeking protective
asylum in Australia. The man, who cannot be
identified, said he started dressing in punk
clothing about 2002 and people crossed the
street to avoid him. The Colombian, who arrived
in Australia in 2012 on a student visa, told
the tribunal he had not come voluntarily but
following an attack in his home country.
He told the tribunal he had been involved in
more than 50 student protests in different
parts of the country and had been arrested and
held for questioning but never jailed. In his
judgement, tribunal member John Cipolla said
the man did not appear to have a significant
profile as an activist to bring him to the adverse
attention of paramilitary and other groups that
targeted student activists, but the Columbian
had countered this argument by stating he stood
out from the crowd as a punk and his profile had
been raised by organising several protest events.
‘The tribunal is prepared to afford the applicant
the benefit of the doubt in accepting he was the
subject of an attempted kidnapping in November
2008 and that this was attributable to his student
activism and…his punk attire,’ Mr Cipolla said. ‘
The tribunal also accepts that the applicant
possesses several overlapping characteristics
that would heighten his overall risk profile
in Columbia, including his adherence to the
lifestyle, clothing and music of punk rock and
his student activism…making the applicant a
person vulnerable to persecution. He remitted
the case back to the department of Immigration
for reconsideration, The Australian.

Far Right Hard Stance

The populist tide now surges towards a truly big
target – Australia’s immigration intake, which
was lauded by Donald Trump as a model – with
the anti-immigration argument based around
city congestion, housing affordability, centralisation problems and the Muslim integration
issue. Tony Abbott has called for reduced
immigration in recognition this is now the de
facto stance of much of the conservative Right.
Pauline Hanson wants a halt to further immigration. Liberal defector Cory Bernardi has called
for the intake to be halved on economic grounds
and expresses alarm about Muslim immigration.
And Trump is invoked at nearly every stage
of this political campaign, The Australian.

PNG MP Thinks Asylum Seekers
‘Deserved’ Bashing

A Manus Island MP has declared that two
asylum seekers who say they were bashed by
police and PNG immigration officials on New
Year’s Eve ‘deserved what they got’. Outspoken
MP Ronny Knight says the pair were treated
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like any local who caused a public nuisance
and resisted arrest. ‘This is Papua New Guinea.
This is not Australia’ Mr Knight said.
‘These two were drunk out of their brains
and stopping traffic and punching cars and
harassing women as they were walking home
from the night market’ Mr Knight, PNG’s
Vice-Minister for Trade, Commerce and
Industry, told Fairfax Media, The Age.

Child Protection Panel Didn’t
Interview Victims

An independent expert panel contracted by the
federal governments to examine allegations of
abuse, neglect and exploitation in immigration
detention failed to interview any victims, a royal
commission has heard. The three-member Child
Protection Panel was convened in 2015 in the wake
of two inquiries that raised serious allegations
about abuse in detention in Australia and offshore.
Panellist Margaret Allison told the Royal
Commission into Institutional Responses to
Child Sexual Abuse none of the members had
recent experience in interviewing children. ‘We
didn’t talk to any children except incidentally,
as we walked through detention centres’ said
the former senior bureaucrat in Queensland’s
child protection department, The Age.

TAX
Proposed Iron Ore Tax Slammed

Western Australia was warned that it faces
deep and lasting consequences should the state
arbitrarily increase the taxes it charges its two
iron ore giants. John Ralph, the former chief
executive if Rio Tinto’s predecessor CRA and a
former Commonwealth Bank chairman, warned
that while the new iron ore tax proposed by
now-former WA Nationals Brendon Grylls would
have significant impact on Rio Tinto and BHP
Billiton, it would cause even greater harm to
the state by forever ruining its reputation as a
safe and stable place to invest, The Australian.

ATO Handed Out Private Info

The Tax Office has admitted it secretly handed
sensitive employment information on its own
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workforce to a private firm in an attempt to
voter-profile an all-staff industrial ballot. The
details were then used to build a picture of
how Tax Office staff were likely to react to the
agency’s industrial relations agenda, The Age.

Big Gas Tax Rort

Massive gas companies building projects in
Australia could claim the costs of cleaning up
environmental disasters as a tax break, a Senate
inquiry has heard. The royalty system for gas under
the federal petroleum resource rent tax (PRRT)
sees miners pay a tax on profits after accounting
for a series of deductions, including building costs.
The system, which is under review by the
Turnbull government, has faced heavy criticism
as miners have written off massive project costs,
meaning they pay little to no tax, The Age.

Company Tax Rate ‘Uncompetitive’

Australian corporate heavyweights Graham
Bradley and Tony Shepherd have joined the
growing list of business leaders pressuring
the Turnbull government to get serious
about lowering the globally uncompetitive
company tax rate, The Australian

Small Business Tax Cut Passes

The Turnbull government has landed an
11th-hour deal to cut taxes for businesses with
turnovers of up to $50 million, after handing
a slew of concessions the Nick Xenophon
Team including one-off payments to help
pensioners pay electricity bills. The Coalition
agreed to a string of demands of horse-trading
with the trio of South Australia senators.
Companies with an annual turnover of up to
$50 million will see their tax rate cut to 27.5 per
cent, at a cost to the budget of $5.2 billion over
four years, and $24 billion over the medium
term. That is a little less than half the cost
of the package originally proposed by the
Turnbull government last year, The Age.

Price Rise Hits Workers

Hundreds of meatworkers are facing job losses
or hefty wage cuts as Australia’s 89 export
abattoirs grapple with soaring cattle and sheep
prices, a critical lack of livestock supply and
export markets unwilling or unable to pay more
for Australian meat. In northern Tasmania, the
Longford abattoir owned by Brazilian meat
giant JBS closed its lamb processing line for four
weeks, putting 100 workers temporarily out of
work, as lamb prices rocketed to $250 a head.
In Townsville, where two-year-old cattle
are in desperately short supply and cost an
unprecedented $1800 each after good rains,
the massive JBS meatworks that is one of the
region’s largest employers remains closed, four
weeks after it normally would have reopened
its doors post-wet season, The Australian.

Farmers Concerned With Semantics

Dairy farmers are calling for a ‘truth in labelling
crackdown’ on the way the word ‘milk’ is used
by makers of plant-based milk products. Dairy
Connect, a lobby group for NSW dairy farmers
says ‘milk’ is defined by Food Standards as the
mammary secretion of milking animals, and
the use of the term on products such as soy
and almond milks is confusing, The Age.

Former Dairy Boss Faces Senate

The former dairy company boss accused of
causing Victoria’s farming crisis has revealed
his lucrative bonuses were linked to keeping
farm-gate milk prices high. But he said this had
nothing to do with keeping ‘unrealistic’ prices
that helped prompt the industry chaos when
farmers were whacked with huge retrospective
price cuts, threatening many livelihoods.
The former chief of the Murray Goulburn
processing business, Gary Helou, appeared via
video to face senators at the Economics References
Committee into Australian dairy industry. Mr
Helou received a salary of almost $3 million a year
before he stepped down last year, Herald Sun.

Wheat Ports Cleared of Wrong Doing

A new monitoring report of bulk wheat ports examining the 2015-16 shipping year has found that port
terminal owners were not generally obstructing
access or receiving a disproportionate share of port
terminal capacity, following the lessening of regulation at some ports last year, ACCC Media Release

AGRICULTURE
Mutton Price Spike

Mutton prices are at a five-year high as processors
scramble for limited offerings, The Weekly Times.

Wesfarmers New CEO

If ever there was a company that might benefit
from outside hands on the control levers it is
Wesfarmers, but don’t tell chairman Michael
Chaney that because he is blinded by the view
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that the company knows best. Former Olympic
medallist Rob Scott, the one-time accountant
who first joined Wesfarmers in 1993, has become
the group’s eighth ever CEO, The Australian.

Need for Action

Deregulation has left farmers struggling to get
a fair market price. Australian agriculture needs
actions, not more reviews, otherwise the agents,
traders, brokers and corporations that operate
beyond the front gate will continue to use farmers
as the shock absorbers of the agricultural supply
chain, writes Peter Hunt for The Weekly Times.

Save our Farms

We’re selling off the farm so others can feed the
world. We are the people and nation in control of
one of the largest swathes of arable land on the
planet, writes Bernard Salt for The Australian.

TPP Was to Put Sugar’s Foot in the Door

Stephen Calcagno, a third generation sugarcane
grower with a 430ha farm at Bellenden Ker, south
of Cairns, is frustrated by Mr Trump’s decision
to leave the 12-nation TPP agreement and says
it is a shame for the Australian industry. ‘It’s a
shame from our side because the TPP held many
opportunity for us’ he said. ‘It was one of the few
agreements that’s been negotiated where sugar
was abled to get more of a foot in the door to
America’s lucrative sugar market, but now we’re
just back where we started’, The Australian.

Adani Confusion

Indian energy giant Adani says it does not need a
$1 billion government loan to co-finance a railway
line for its proposed Carmichael mine, seemingly
shooting its appeal for public funding in the
foot. Speculation is growing that the Turnbull
government’s newly established Northern
Australia Infrastructure Fund will approve a 50
per cent concessional loan for the rail project, to
the dismay of environmentalists, The Age.

RET to Stay

Malcolm Turnbull has shot down calls from Tony
Abbott to scrap the renewable energy target put
in place while he was leader, saying the 18-month
old police will not be changed, The Australian.

Energy Market Needs Fixing

Malcolm Turnbull took aim at the nation’s
obscenely expensive and unacceptably unreliable
energy market, arguing that cola must be
brought back into the equation when it comes to
powering. Not old, dirty coal, but so-called clean
coal, where new, hi-tech power stations will fill
the obvious gaps in our energy market, producing
lower emissions than was the case in the past.
Cue peals of laughter from the Greens and Labor,
who will tell you either that there is no such thing
as clean coal and if there is, no one wants to invest
in it anyway. If the Greens and Labor could set
their ideology aside for one moment, it would be
a challenge for them to put their hands on their
hearts and tell the public if they think the current
energy market is working well. That is, does
it meet the following criteria; Is it affordable?
Is it reliable? The answer on both counts is no,
writes David Penberthy for the Herald Sun.

PM Keen on Snowy Hydro

CLIMATE CHANGE, ENVIRONMENT
AND ENERGY
Lack of Wind or Infrastructure?

Unless we all wake up to this global warming cult,
the price will become horrendous. Thousands
of blue-collar workers will lose their jobs, and
the poor won’t be able to afford heaters in
winter or air conditioners in the summer. First
example, South Australia, the state which
boasts the most wind power, suffered yet more
blackouts. Two months earlier, the whole state
lost its electricity when six wind farms could
not handle a storm and tripped the system.

This time the problem was not too much wind but
too little. Just after midnight, the winds died and
the wind farms, which on average supply 40 per
cent of the state’s power, were down to just 8.5 per
cent. Normally South Australia, which has now
scrapped its last coal-fired power stations, can
back up its unreliable wind farms by importing
coal-fired electricity from Victoria. This time it
couldn’t. The interconnector failed for reasons still
unknown, writes Andrew Bolt for the Herald Sun.

Natural Gas Exports Spike

Australian liquefied natural gas exports
have stepped up in recent months with the
second of three LNG trains at the massive
Gorgon plant in Western Australia reaching
almost full capacity, The Australian.

Prime Minister Turnbull has revealed plans
for a $2 billion expansion of the iconic Snowy
Hydro scheme that could power up to 500,000
homes through a new network of tunnels and
power stations. The surprise intervention, a
potential game changer in the political brawl
over flaws in the nation’s electricity system,
will increase the scheme’s 4100 megawatts
capacity by as much as 50 per cent, The Age.

Shell Going Green

Anglo-Dutch oil giant Shell is looking to invest
in Australian solar plants that can switch to
gas when needed to deliver baseload power
supply as debate rages over renewable energy
security in the wake of the South Australia’s
crippling power outages, The Australian.

Gas Shortage Hurting Businesses

Gas shortages have made manufacturing almost
‘impossible’ and LNG exports should take action
to help resolve the supply crisis, the chairman of
the competition watchdog has warned. Large
industrial users have complained increasingly
loudly about the availability of gas as prices have
headed above more than $20 a gigajoule – a
seven-fold increase over the $3-$4 a gigajoule
price that was on offer only recently, The Age.

BHP Boss Warns of Gas Shortage

BHP Billiton petroleum boss Steve Pastor says
the world could face an oil shortage in the next
five years, with OPEC and US shale production
insufficient to meet demand. In a media call from
the sidelines of the CERA energy-conference in
Houston, Pastor stepped up the rhetoric around
the big miner’s push to refocus on longer-dated,
deepwater oil opportunities after the company’s

$US20 billion US shale oil and gas acquisitions in
2011 failed to yield decent returns, The Australian.

Energy Crunch Hurting Big Business

BlueScope Steel chief Paul O’Malley says
the nations is facing an ‘energy catastrophe’
as relentlessly rising power and gas prices
pressure businesses, including the company’s
Port Kembla steelworks, to the extent they
could close without rapid policy changes. He
has also raised the prospect of gas reservation
to counter Queensland LNG exports that he
said might not be in the national interest.

‘We’ve been trying to call this out for five
years, about gas supply shortfalls, and it’s real
now; we’ve been calling out issues around
a lack of planning on power, and it’s real
now,’ Mr O’Malley told The Australian.

Questions Surrounding Gas Bans

State Labor and Coalition parties have so far
kicked the can down the road on conventional
exploration and extraction of gas, assuming
people won’t understand the difference between
that and fracking. The debate about to begin
in Victorian State Parliament will no doubt
feature a lot of hysteria about fracking and a
lot less about gas prices and the state’s energy
needs – or what MP’s really think about the policy.
Polwarth MP Richard Riordan bucked the trend
when he told parliament that renewable energy
sources like wind turbines are great, but ‘without
gas, wind farms do not have a backup and we
have no capacity to try and value-add to the
hundreds of millions of dollars of dairy product
produced’. Interestingly, Riordan was talking
about the ‘ongoing ban on unconventional gas
exploration’, much of which would be done in his
patch of southwest Victoria the seat next to former
premier Napthine’s when he sat in parliament.

The Prime Minister called for his state counterparts
to look at the issue ‘like practical, clear-eyed,
hard-headed men and women who want to
get an outcome for Australian families and
Australian businesses’. Some MP’s quietly
wonder whether alternative policies, such as
allowing gas exploration only if farmers or
other landholders agree to companies entering
their land in return for cash, can be considered,
writes Matt Johnston for the Herald Sun.

Nuclear No-Show

Australia is the only country in its neighbourhood
to boycott negotiations for a new global treaty
to ban nuclear weapons. Talks were expected
to include up to 120 nations, yet the Turnbull
government has decided Australia will not
take part in drafting the new treaty. Labor
has described the government’s position as
‘astonishing’ and pushed for a Senate motion to
urge Australia to join the negotiations, The Age.

Nuclear No-Show

Australia is the only country in its neighbourhood
to boycott negotiations for a new global treaty
to ban nuclear weapons. Talks were expected
to include up to 120 nations, yet the Turnbull
government has decided Australia will not
take part in drafting the new treaty. Labor
has described the government’s position as
‘astonishing’ and pushed for a Senate motion to
urge Australia to join the negotiations, The Age.

Lake Pedder Revamp

There is a renewed push to restore Lake Pedder
to its original glory, by modifying the hydro
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MONTH
January

A
U
T
U
M
N

February

March

April

Monday
23

Tuesday
24

Wednesday
25

Thursday
26 Australia

Friday
27

Sat/Sun
28/29

30
6
13
20
27 H/AE
6 P/H WA
13 P/H ACT,

31
7
14 
21
28 H/AE
7
14

1
8
15
22
1 H/AE
8
15

2
9
16
23
2 H/AE
9
16

3
10
17
24
3 AE
10
17

4/5
11/12
18/19
25/26
4/5
11/12
18/19

20
27
3
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21
28 
4
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5
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6
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24
31
7
14 Good Friday

25/26
1/2
8/9
15/16

17 Easter

18 P/H Tas

19

20

21

22/23

24
1 P/H Qld, NT
8
15
22 H/BE
29 H/BE
5 P/H WA
12 P/H ACT, SA

25 Anzac Day
2
9 Budget
16
23 H/BE
30 H/BE
6
13 P/H NT

26
3
10 
17
24 H/BE
31 H/BE
7
14

27
4
11
18
25 H/BE
1 H/BE
8
15

28
5
12
19
26 BE
2
9
16

29/30
6/7
13/14
20/21
27/28
3/4
10/11
17/18

19
26
3

20 
27
4

21
28
5

22
29
6

23
30
7

24/25
1/2
8/9

10

11

12

13

14

15/16

17
24
31
7 P/H NT
14
21
28
4
11
18
25 P/H ACT,

18
25
1
8
15
22
29
5
12
19
26

19
26
2
9
16
23
30
6 
13
20
27

20
27
3
10
17
24
31
7
14
21
28

21
28
4
11
18
25
1
8
15
22
29

22/23
29/30
5/6
12/13
19/20
26/27
2/3
9/10
16/17
23/24
30/1

2 P/H ACT,

3

4

5

6

7/8

ACT, NSW, NT,
SA, TAS, WA, VIC

9
16
23 H/SBE
30
6
13 S

10
17
24 H/SBE
31
7 P/H Vic
14 S

11
18 
25 H/SBE
1
8
15 S

12
19
26 H/SBE
2
9
16 S

13
20
27 SBE
3
10
17

14/15
21/22
28/29
4/5
11/12
18/19

SA, TAS

20
27
4
11

21
28
5
12

22
29
6
13

23
30 
7
14

24
1
8
15

25/26
2/3
9/10
16/17

Vic, Tas, SA

Monday

May

W
I
N
T
E
R

June

July

August

September
S
P
R
I
N
G

NSW, Vic, Tas

WA

NSW, Qld, SA

October

November

December
Both houses

AE = Additional Estimates
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H = House of Representatives only
BE = Budget Estimates

Day

S = Senate only

SBE = Supplementary Budget Estimates

School Holidays
ACT, NSW, SA,
NT, TAS, VIC, WA
NSW (W), TAS

QLD, VIC
ACT, NSW, WA,
NT, QLD, VIC
ACT, NSW, SA,
TAS, WA
SA, TAS

NT, QLD
ACT, NSW, NT,
QLD, VIC, WA
ACT, NSW, NT,
SA, TAS, WA, VIC
NT, SA, TAS

QLD
ACT, NSW, QLD,
VIC, WA

QLD

P/H = Public Holidays
 = date of Senate 2/3 cut-off
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scheme. It would be a compromise to minimise
the impact on power generation, given the
current push to expand pumped hydro in both
the Snowy Mountains and in Tasmania, while
also allowing the original Lake Pedder and
its beach to resurface as a tourist mecca.
The plan developed by the Lake Pedder
Restoration group. It would require the construction of a tunnel to take water from one of
the post-restoration ponds to Lake Gordon and
its power-generating dam, The Australian.

row between the federal energy minister Josh
Frydenberg and the state’s Labor Premier Jay
Weatherill played out live on television, The Age.

Big Clean-Up Bill

CSIRO faces a $30 million clean-up bill after
barrels of radioactive waste at a major
facility were found to be ‘deteriorating
rapidly’ and possibly leaking, The Age.

NDIS Watch

The cost and sustainability of the National
Disability Insurance Scheme will come
under scrutiny after the Turnbull government announced the shape of a major
review into its future, the Herald Sun.

Fish Boom in Port Phillip

Fisheries Victoria says there are an extra 400 to
500 tonnes of fish in Port Phillip Bay since the
state government announced it would phase out
commercial net fishing in 2015. Most of the 43 commercial fisheries that once operated nets in the bay
have moved on to other waters, with the remaining
10 to close. Underwater life is now teeming and a
boon for recreational fishing enthusiasts, The Age.

Big Business Calls for Energy Action

Big energy users including Rio Tinto have
accused electricity generators of flexing their
market might to push up prices and called for
new powers for the regulator to curb abuses, as
some of Australia’s leading companies lashed the
lack of energy and climate policy certainty for
worsening the security and affordability of power.

In submissions to the Finkel review of the National
Electricity Market, companies have repeated
calls for the government to consider an emissions
intensity scheme – despite it being ruled out by
Energy Minister Josh Frydenberg early in the
inquiry – and take a ‘technology agnostic’ view
of how to meet climate and reliability goals.
The criticism came as BHP Billiton – another
major user and miner of energy coal – called
for climate and energy policy to be integrated
to address uncertainty about where energy
companies should invest. The review being led
by chief scientist Alan Finkel released hundreds
of submissions yesterday that repeated calls for
consistent long-term state and federal policy on
energy and climate change, The Australian.

Don’t Forget About Gas

The nation’s huge collection of gas pipes and
distribution networks could store as much
energy as six billion Tesla Powerwall batteries
and be used as a massive battery in the future
as the energy sector moves towards renewables,
according to the Australia’s gas sector.
Australia’s five peak gas industry groups,
representing more than 500 companies, including
producers, pipeliners, distributors, appliance
makers and LPG sellers, have release a long-term
strategy paper that says gas is more than just
a transition fuel in the move from coal-fired
power to renewables, The Australian.

ARTS
Tributes for Bill Leak

The renowned artist and iconic cartoonist for
The Australian Bill Leak died in hospital on 10
March from a suspected heart attack, aged
61, leaving behind a legacy as one of Australia’s
most fearless and accomplished political
and cultural satirists. Leak captured feelings
because he felt so deeply, The Australian.

Trump Doublespeak

Sales of George Orwell’s dystopian novel 1984 have
skyrocketed since the garish orange dawn of the
Trump presidency and especially since a Trump
spokesperson went on national TV to declare
the obvious lies about the size of the crowd on
inauguration day were simply, ‘alternative facts’.
We mainly think of 1984 as an indictment of totalitarianism and the decay of language to a point
where ‘War is Peace; Freedom is Slavery; Ignorance
is Strength.’ In fact it’s equally a novel about
history and how one of the roles of a paranoid
state is to rewrite and cleanse the past, The Age.

Arts Funding to Return

The Turnbull government has bowed to pressure
from the cultural sector and will scrap a controversial arts ‘slush fund’ that stripped millions of dollars
from the independent Australia Council and threw
arts companies into turmoil. In a policy aboutface, the government has ended an Abbott-era
experiment in arts funding, following opposition
from key industry groups and a Senate inquiry.
The funding ‘reset’ will see $61 million from the
Catalyst fund returned to the Australian Council
from next financial year, ending almost two years
of upheaval in federal arts subsidies. Arts Minister
Mitch Fifield said ‘It’s clear that there were lessons
to be learnt and we’ve learnt them’, The Australian.

Live Shirtfront

Relations between the Commonwealth and
South Australia have turned toxic after an angry

Time to Consider Euthanasia

The Victorian upper house committee of
inquiry into end-of-life choices produced an
excellent report last year, which stated that ‘the
current legal framework is not serving Victoria
well’, and recommended that the government
legislate for assisted dying with appropriate
safeguards, which it broadly described.
In response, the government announced it
would introduce legislation in 2017, and wisely
determined to move cautiously, appointing
an expert ministerial advisory panel, chaired
by a former president of the Australian
Medical Association, Brain Owler, The Age.

Women Forced to Put Health Ahead of Bills

Women are foregoing food and delaying bills to
pay for abortions as costs remain in the hundreds
of dollars despite the introduction of an abortion
drug, a national study reveals. Researchers led by
La Trobe University’s Judith Lumley Centre delved
into the experiences of women who had medical or
surgical abortions through a private group of clinics
and found a third suffered financial difficulties as
a result. The study was published in the Australian
and New Zealand Journal of Public Health, The Age.

No NDIS Coverage for a
Number of Mentally Ill

Official modelling shows more than 100,000
severely mentally ill people who now receive
government support will no be included in the
$22 billion National Insurance Disability Scheme,
threatening a major health crisis. The government
modelling – undertaken for all health ministers
by the NSW and Queensland governments and
kept secret for two years – shows there are more
than 500,000 people with a severe mental illness
between the ages of 18 and 64, compared with
just 57,000 places allowed by the Productivity
Commission for the NDIS, The Australian

Legalise It to Maintain Rule of Law

I can’t believe I’m saying this, but I finally agree
with the Greens on something. Senator Richard
Di Natale called for the legalisation of ‘softer’
drugs like marijuana. The Greens leader said
consumption of cannabis should be viewed as a
health issue rather than a criminal one. Regular
use of marijuana is unhealthy. Long-term
side-effects include memory loss, a decline in
intelligence and progression to harder drugs.

Turnbull to Front Cash for Hydro

The federal government will increase its stake in
the Snowy Hydro if NSW and Victoria refuse to
help finance the Turnbull government’s ambitious
expansion plan. The Prime Minister says his
government is prepared to go it alone and put
up equity to fund the ‘game changing’ $2 billion
development, increasing the Commonwealth’s
current approximate shareholding of $800
million, or 13 per cent of the asset, The Age.

and potentially unlawful. In submissions to a
powerful parliamentary inquiry, beyondblue
and Mental Health Australia, which have long
campaigned against insurance discrimination,
said the industry’s exclusion of people with
mental health symptoms was discriminatory and
not based on any assessment of an individual’s
condition. ‘Insurers continue to make spurious
use of health information’ said Mental Health
Australia chief executive Frank Quinlan, The Age.

HEALTH
Insurers Mental Block

Mental heath groups have accused the life
insurance industry of ignoring calls to tackle
discrimination, saying its treatment of people
with mental health conditions is unethical

Despite that, the Greens have a point. Rarely,
if ever, are weed smokers arrested by police.
Continued failure to enforce prohibition against
illicit drugs will eventually cause disrespect for
other, more important sections of our criminal
law, writes Tom Elliott for the Herald Sun.
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Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission
manager Richard Grant warned Australia
would continue to be organised crime’s
country of choice to smuggle illegal drugs to
as long as demand stayed high, Herald Sun

NSW In Search of Police Commissioner

One early and high-profile juggling act facing the
incoming NSW premier is deciding who to make
the next police commissioner. Andrew Scipione
is due to step down in July, leaving little time to
attract, interview and vet any likely candidate. It is
also traditionally seen as being the premier’s pick.

Recently one deputy commissioner Nick Kaldas,
has left the force and not been replaced. Another,
Catherine Burn, was recently criticised by the
state’s ombudsman for ‘unlawful’ conduct,
although she disputes that finding. The third,
David Hudson, is seen as unlikely to be promoted
at the moment. The appointment of two further
deputy commissioners is also up in the air.
That decision had been due to go to cabinet for
approval within weeks but now the government
must select a new leader, who may then decide
to appoint new police minister. Unhappy at the
lack of progress, the state’s Police Association
says the process should now be abandoned, and
a new commissioner appointed first, who can
then select an executive team, The Australian

Bureaucracy Has No Place in
High Court Selection

In one of his last interviews as Chief Justice
Robert French has blown the whistle on one
of the dangerously trendy ideas that keep
appearing on the agenda of those who see
themselves as champions of reform. That idea is
the push to erode direct political responsibility
for one of the most important decisions in the
life of the nation: the selection of judges.

Great Scot! Robbie Burns waxing lyrical on Ballarat's Sturt Street. Maybe with a
return to arts funding we could produce some more great poets of our own?

Anti-Alcohol ‘Post-Truth Economics’

A review commissioned by the Menzies Research
Centre has savaged a claim by the Foundation
for Alcohol Research and Education that alcohol
costs the community tens of billions of dollars
every year, calling it ‘post-truth economics’.
‘The effects of irresponsible drinking are well
understood,’ said MRC executive director Nick
Cater. ‘Yet well-funded, influential lobby groups
have distorted the evidence to justify a virulent
campaign against the alcohol industry’

Distributed, according to its managing
director Cody Wilson. NSW is the only state
in Australia where it is an offence – punishable
by 14 years imprisonment – to possess a digital
blueprint to make a 3D gun, The Age.

Prison Population on the Rise

Groundbreaking research has revealed that the
rate at which the nation is sending people to prison
has jumped 40 per cent in a decade and is costing
taxpayers $3.8 billion a year. More than 36,000
people are now in prison around the nation – at an
annual cost of $110,000 per prisoner – compared
to a national total in1975 of just 8900 prisoners.

These findings are outlined in a new report by
the Institute of Public Affairs that calls for the
governments to make greater use of alternatives
to prison for non-violent offenders. Indigenous
people are just 2.5 per cent of the general
population but account for about 27 per cent of the
prison population, the report says, The Australian

Ecstasy Capital

JUSTICE
Just Print and Shoot

Thousands of Australians have downloaded
instructions on how to make a #D printed gun
from an American website called Defence
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Overseas-based gangs and Calabrian Mafioso
are prominent among the organised crime
gangs currently flooding Australia with ecstasy.
They have singled out Australia because
we are the world’s biggest user of ecstasy
per head of population – and are prepared
to pay way over the odds for their pills.

In an interview in his Canberra chambers
in December, French made it clear he had
little time for bureaucratic restrictions on how
governments go about selecting candidates
for the bench. ‘In the end, it is a decision for the
elected representatives through the executive
government to make’ he said, The Australian.

Integrity Concerns for NSW

The conduct of the former head of the NSW Crime
Commission, Phillip Bradley, is described as
‘unreasonable’ and ‘wrong’, with the Ombudsman
criticising him for hindering the investigation of
complaints. Former Police Integrity Commissioner
Terry Griffin is also critical for ‘unreasonable
conduct’ as well as failing to disclose a professional
relationship with an undercover officer involved in
a surveillance operation run by the three agencies.
This operation was at the heart of the
Ombudsman’s investigation. It involved at least
119 police officers and civilians who were targeted
by a taskforce, codename Mascot, established in
1999 to pursue corruption within the force. Several
of those who had their conversations recorded
say they are now considering legal action against
the NSW government, after the Ombudsman
found they should receive written apologies from
the police force and the Crime Commission.
The Operation Prospect report states that a finding
of ‘unlawful conduct’ does not mean a criminal act
has taken place and that no one mentioned in the
report has been found to have engaged in corrupt
conduct. The Operation Prospect report could
make you fear for the future of law enforcement in
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NSW. Three of the state’s big crime fighting bodies –
police, NSW Crime Commission and Police Integrity
Commission – are named among its 882 pages
and none of them escape blame, The Australian.

undermines the investment in towers through
the black spot program. We are committed
to building the 577 towers under rounds one
and two, but it will certainly jeopardise (our
investment) in the third round’ Mr Penn said.
The warning follows speculation that letting
Telstra’s rivals offer services over its regional
network could see the incumbent telco’s mobile
business take a $546 million hit in full-year
earnings for the 2018 fiscal year. According to
Goldman Sachs, mandated domestic roaming
will dismantle Telstra’s coverage advantage and
the price premium that is underpinned by it.

MINING
Mine Games

It’s the fight that has become a proxy war
between forces for and against the coal industry
in Australia and it’s entering its fiercest round.
Indian conglomerate Adani’s plans to build
Australia’s biggest coal mine have been variously
heralded as a jobs bonanza and an environmental
time bomb. But the battle has intensified after
opponents launched a $1 million campaign
targeting 13 marginal federal Coalition seats and
at least three Queensland state seats, The Age.

Mr Penn said he agreed with the overall thrust
of the report and said the access fees it could
potentially charge on the regional network
would not be sufficient to cover the cost of
maintaining and expanding it, The Australian.

Mayne’s Last Report

Telstra is pushing its bush credentials and investment in country areas as the competition watchdog
mulls giving rivals access to its network, The Age.

Independent journalist Stephen Mayne has
shut down his shareholder activist Mayne
Report email newsletter and website with
a sharp warning about the scarcity of online
advertising. ‘Advertising based online news
ventures are very tough these days with Google
and Facebook hoovering up such a large proportion
of the available spend,’ Mayne told his 13,700
readers in a farewell email, The Australian.

IT Companies to be Reviewed

Latham Gets the Boot

Bush Telecom Market
Potentially Opening Up

The federal government has to put HewlettPackard and other vendors behind technology
failures such as the Australian Taxation
Office outage on notice, announcing a review
of all IT projects with a capital expenditure
above $10 million, writes Michael Bailey
for The Australian Financial Review.

Black Spot Holdout

Telstra Boss Andy Penn has warned that the telco
could not guarantee its continued participation
in the federal government’s mobile black spot
program until the spectre of mandated domestic
roaming was out of the picture. ‘Domestic roaming

WELFARE
Efforts to Deflate Welfare

Treasurer Scott Morrison has accused those
blocking efforts to haul in a ballooning welfare Bill
of setting fire to the Budget. Morrison has linked
potential tax rises to protecting Australia’s AAA
credit rating as Labor, the Greens and the Senate
crossbench stand in the way of $4 billion worth
of savings and reform measures, Herald Sun.

Increase Spending on
Community Housing

MEDIA

IT

where he still has a weekly column at the Daily
Telegraph, writes Jacqueline Maley for The Age.

Mark Latham can finally become the media
martyr he always wanted to be. He is free to
sit outside now, literally on a street corner if he
likes, and shout at passers-by about diversity
targets and how there are too many minorities on
Q&A – a misogynistic Ancient Mariner, a grumpy
old guy who would almost be cute if you weren’t
scared he might bite your ankle as you passed.

Tens of millions of dollars could be pumped into
low-cost community housing under a budget
initiative being strongly considered by the federal
government. Work has been underway for
months to find new ways to fund community
housing, using, a so-called ‘bond aggregator’
model based on an approach taken in Britain.
It’s hoped the scheme could kick-start construction
of hundreds of new community houses at the
lower end of the market, particularly in Sydney and
Melbourne, and would assist people struggling
to find an affordable home to rent, The Age.

Robo-Debt Scandal

The true rate of mistakenly identified debts in
the controversial Centrelink robo-debt campaign
is almost certainly much higher than the often
cited 20 per cent. Twenty per cent has become the
accepted truth in part because the figure is big: big
enough for critics to condemn the data-matching
program and big enough for Centrelink to use
to fob off requests for the truth, The Age.

What does it say about the Australian media
landscape that nearly every major outlet has hired
him at some point? Fairfax Media, Channel Nine,
Sky News, Triple M, and of course, News Corp,
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with essays a ‘disaster’ which has left students
unprepared for university. Renowned quantum
physical Michelle Simmons used an Australia Day
address to warn against the dumbing down of high
school science and urged authorities to ‘set the
bar high’ for students to encourage them to excel.
Professor Simmons criticism of the science curriculum has been supported by teaching experts who
told The Australian that university physics courses
were being altered to compensate for students
leaving high school with limited maths skills. ‘In
other words, to make it more appealing to girls,
our curriculum’s designers substituted formulae
with essays! What a disaster,’ she said. Professor
Simmons said she was still seeing the long-term
impact of the curriculum changes in students
arriving at the University of NSW, The Australian.

Softening Math Syllabus
Not Helping Students

A gateway from Canberra to the world perhaps?

tests. Education Minister Simon Birmingham
said although the number of students passing
has improved since trails in 2015, ‘the results also
show why the test is necessary to stop underskilled graduates being able to be registered to
teach this and future generations of children’.
‘it is clear that when nearly one in 20 initial teacher
education students are not meeting the expected
minimum level of literacy and numeracy skills,
the test provides a level of quality assurance for
schools, principles and families’, The Australian.

EDUCATION
Growth in Australia’s
Third-Largest Export

Figures show there were 554,179 full-fee paying
international students in Australia in 2016,
generating a total of 712,884 enrolments. The
enrolments grew by 11 per cent of the previous
year, while the number of international students
beginning their studies rose by 10 per cent. New
enrolments grew by 12 per cent in Victoria and
10 per cent in NSW. International education
is Australia’s third-largest export
after iron ore and coal, The Age.

Cop to Educate Teachers

Last year, as Islamic State was intensifying its
efforts to find young recruits for its jihadist cause,
the NSW Education Department made a recruitment of its own: a senior counter-terrorism officer
from the NSW Police Force. His role is now to set up
a system to detect early as possible schoolchildren
vulnerable to radicalisation and to train staff to
detect the early warning signs. The recruitment
reflected an acknowledgement that the system
needed to professionalise its work, The Australian.

Childcare Bill Tied to Welfare Cuts

Ethnic Segregations at Schools

Since 2002 the City of Yarra council has proclaimed
Melbourne’s inner north ‘a Refugee Welcome
Zone’. But in this ardently Greens voting area – and
in left-leaning suburbs Sydney’s inner west – progressives, middle-class families have been accused
of avoiding schools with high refugee, indigenous
or non-English-speaking student populations.
Christina Ho, a senior lecturer from the
University of Technology Sydney’s faculty of
arts and social sciences, says ‘staggering’ levels
of ethnic segregation can also be found among
predominately white, up-market private
schools and predominately Asian selective
government schools on Sydney’s north shore.

The Turnbull government has been accused
of holding parents ‘hostage’ by tying its
childcare reforms to an $8 billion cut in payments to unemployed young people, welfare
recipients and families whose employers
provide paid parental leave, The Age.

The latest statistics from the federally funded
My School website leave little doubt that
low-fee Catholic and public schools located near
housing commission towers in Melbourne’s
Fitzroy, Carlton and Flemington are out of favour
with Anglo-Australian parents, The Australian.

Student Teachers Not Making the Grade

‘Feminising’ the Curriculum

More than one in 20 university students undertaking teaching degrees need remedial work to
help them pass basic adult literacy and numeracy
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Punchbowl Culture Shock

The principle of Punchbowl Boys’ High School Chris
Griffiths and deputy principal Jonmana Dennaoui
were stood down in a move that has led to the
airing of allegations around sexism and violence
including claims teachers were assaulted and
threatened by Muslim students who professed to
be terrorism sympathisers. Of particular concern
have been claims that the school, once a hotbed
of gang violence, had shut itself off from the
community, including police, The Australian

One of the nation’s leading scientists has
attacked attempts to ‘feminise’ the high school
physics curriculum by replacing maths formulas

The universities of NSW and Newcastle were
forced to introduce HSC-level mathematics to
their physics courses after the NSW Board of
Studies dumbed down the Year 12 syllabus in
1999 in a misguided attempt to attract more
girls to the subject. Quantum physicist Michelle
Simmons described the changes as a ‘disaster’,
criticising the replacement of mathematical
formulas with discursive questions.
Joe Wolfe, a physics academic at the University
of NSW for 30 years, confirmed that substantial
changes were made to the university’s first year
physics course 10 years ago to compensate for
high school graduates limited math skills. Paul
Dastoor, a physics professor at University of
Newcastle for 22 years, also noticed a sharp decline
in HSC graduates’ mathematics capabilities soon
after the syllabus changed, The Australian.

School Autonomy the Key to Success

Autonomy allows schools to innovate, be flexible
and to best meet the needs, aspirations and
abilities of their students and explains why Catholic
and independent schools outperform government
controlled state schools – even after adjusting for
students’ home backgrounds. While the Australian
Education Union and like-minded activist like Jane
Caro and Trevor Cobbold argue for a Gonskifunded one-size-fits-all, centrally controlled
public system of education it is also true that
competition, diversity and choice are beneficial.
No amount of additional funding will raise
standards if the curriculum is substandard,
overcrowded and based on guesswork or the latest
educational fad. Proven by the Safe Schools LGBTI
program, and the Equity Principles and Guiding
Statements on the NSW Education Standards
Authority website it is also obvious that enforcing a
politically correct, cultural-left curriculum is more
important than teaching what Matthew Arnold
termed the ‘best which has been thought and said’,
writes senior research fellow at Australian Catholic
University Kevin Donnelly for The Australian.

Redistribute to Those in Need

The Turnbull government is examining curtailing
the funding growth of ‘overfunded’ private schools
in a new funding deal to take effect next year, a
move that would free up funds to redistribute
to needy public and non-government schools.
The move comes as new Education Department
data shows the glacial speed at which schools
are currently moving towards their appropriate
funding level – a process Education Minister
Simon Birmingham wants to speed up.
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There are no plans to cut funding for private
and Catholic schools in real terms but the
government is examining how to pull back the
generous annual funding increases locked into
legislation by the Gillard government, The Age.

business cases. It’s the infrastructure our nation
needs, to boost quality of life and prosperity. The
highest priority should be given to protecting
essential land corridors needed for long-term
projects such as the high-speed rail.

Tertiary Loan Rort

We have identified 100 major infrastructure
proposals that have proven strategic merit and are
of national importance. In a strategic response, the
infrastructure priority list supports rail and road
proposals such as the inland rail from Brisbane
to Melbourne; the Perth freight link; the Murray
Basin rail; and major upgrades of Queensland’s
Bruce Highway. These projects will improve supply
chains and help industry and farmers handle the
expected 80 per cent increase in the nation’s freight
task, writes Mark Birrell for The Australian.

The federal Education Department has failed
to acknowledge a litany of failings outlined in a
damning audit report that compares its training
loans program with the pink batts scheme and
rorted rental subsidies. The National Audit Office
investigation found that design, implementation
and administration flaws allowed the VET
FEE-HELP scheme to grow exponentially, with little
consideration of the integrity or value of courses or
the sustainability of the program, The Australian.

Shake On It

A public boys’ school in Sydney has been accused of
encouraging disrespect for women and kowtowing
to religious minority groups with its decision
to permit Muslim students to decline to shake
hands with women for religious reasons. The
handshake protocol, devised by the Hurstville
Boys’ Campus of Georges River College, after
consulting with parents, students and staff,
was tested recently at an awards ceremony,
when women invited to present awards were
told some students would not shake hands.
The practice is based on the ancient Islamic
hadith ‘it is better to be stabbed in the head
with an iron needle than to touch the hand of a
woman who is not permissible to you’ it has been
endorsed by the NSW Education Department,
which says it is up to school principals to
assess the needs of their communities when
implement diversity policies, The Australian.

Our Education System

One of the most routinely divisive questions is
over the testing and ranking of students and, by
extension, schools. The NAPLAN test, introduced
nationally in 2008, is the prime vehicle for
such testing. Critics of the system argue that
NAPLAN is a blunt tool that puts students under
stress and produces artificial league tables.

The architect of the system, former prime
minister Julia Gillard, has given a spirited
defence of it. Speaking at an education
conference in Dubai, Ms Gillard said it had put
power into parents’ hands and provided them
with ‘profound’ information. She also credited
the system with enticing parents back to the
state school system, reversing a decades-long
trend towards private education, The Age

Infrastructure for the Future

The Forum also constituted the first industry-wide
gathering of the logistics sector’s key representatives since Prime Minister Turnbull confirmed in the
November 2016 Annual Infrastructure Statement
that the Federal Government will develop a
National Freight and Supply Chain Strategy.

Value Capture

Australia’s public investment in roads, rail, waterways, marine ports and airports, at 1.6 per cent
of gross domestic product, is the highest among
major countries in the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development. But concerns are
growing that Australia is letting private investors
profit too much from higher land and property
values generated by the new transportation projects Australia lags behind places like Hong Kong,
London and Denver, which use mechanisms to
ensure private real estate developers – not just the
public purse –help pay for infrastructure, critics say.
In London, where a new train line known as
Crossrail is set to be completed in 2019, authorities
charge developers and businesses various levies
to siphon off some of the rise in land values. This
concept, called value capture pays for a third of
the Crossrail project. Developers in Australia
aren’t saddled with such costs, The Australian.

Infrastructure Needs a Boost

Two of the country’s most high-profile business
leaders warn Australia will fail to capitalise on
booming visitor numbers if it does not speed up the
approval process for major infrastructure projects
and build more tourism facilities. Billionaire Kerry
Stokes said tourism was crucial for Australia’s
economic health but there needed to be more
investment in infrastructure such as hotels and
other tourist facilities as visitor numbers increased.

Government Lacking Infrastructure

There are many visionary projects that can
help alter the destiny of Australia’s cities and
states. So Infrastructure Australia has produced
its most comprehensive list of nation-shaping
projects, with a record number of approved

More than 280 leaders from Australia’s logistics
industry, including major transport companies,
policy makers and academics, gathered at the
Australian Logistics Council Forum in Melbourne
in March 2017 to discuss ideas, policies, solutions
and technological developments that will help the
industry focus on getting the supply chain right.

Australia has become a magnet for global investors
from Canadian pension funds and Chinese
high-speed train operators among many others.
But higher levels of scrutiny are falling on the
public funding model behind the infrastructure
spending, which is highly beneficial to developers
racing to take advantage of rising property prices.

Mr Stokes, who owned media and industrial assets,
including the Caterpillar franchise, said tourism
was an important growth area for Australia.
Qantas chief executive Alan Joyce said he was
concerned about the length of time it took to
build vital tourist infrastructure such as hotels
and a second airport for Sydney, The Australian

INFRASTRUCTURE

Meeting of Big Infrastructure

The Turnbull government is falling short of its
global and domestic infrastructure promises as a
widening gap threatens to leave the economy dangerously exposed, particularly if the Trump administration triggers a global trade war. With investors,
superannuation managers and self-funded retirees
clamouring for high quality nation-building
projects, economists and infrastructure experts
are warning the government must show leadership
if it wants to drags business ‘capital out of
its cave’, The Australian Financial Review.

TRANSPORT
End of an Era

Carmaker Holden will close its factory doors
in Australia on October 20 as it becomes a
sales group and vehicle importer, ending
a period of 60 years of history of manufacturing in Adelaide, The Australian.

Air Disaster

Australia’s worst civil aviation disaster, which
took 29 lives, remains a mystery 56 years
after it occurred. Tran-Australia Airlines, TAA
Flight 538 smashed into the sea off Mackay,
Queensland, on June 10, 1960, The Age.

Sydney’s 2nd Airport Row

The federal government and the Sydney Airport
Corporation are being urged to end a row over the
terms to build Sydney’s second airport, amid fears
tough negotiations could delay the critical project
threaten its viability. Sydney businessman and
infrastructure expert Tony Shepherd said the two
sides should be able to reach a deal on an airport
at Badgerys Creek that would be a significant
development in aviation for NSW and Australia.

Drone Deregulation May Cause Collisions

Pilots from Qantas and Virgin Australia have hit out
at laws that deregulate the commercial operation
of remotely piloted aircraft, saying the rule relaxation could lead to a collision between drones and
passenger planes. The warnings come as a Senate
committee investigating the safety implications of
the new rules – allowing commercial operators to
fly without a licence drones weighing less than 2kg.

‘The Qantas group remains concerned by the
prospect of a collision between a remote piloted
aircraft…and an aircraft, particularly within
the vicinity of airports. Against this context, it
would be opportune for the airline industry to
confirm best-practice processes in managing
the ramifications of an incident ahead of time’
Qantas chief pilot Richard Tobiano said.
‘Launching a drone close to an airport, particularly
in proximity to an uncontrolled aerodrome,
exposes aircraft to the risk of collision which
could result in substantial damage, loss of control
and potentially, loss of life’ said VIPA president
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ANZAC day approaches. Lest we forget.

John Lyons. ‘Collision with an UAV could be
considerably more dangerous than striking a bird.’
According to the Australian Airline Pilots’
association – which represents more than 5000
professional pilots – there have been more than 160
sighting in the past year of drones in airspace that
should be free of any collision risk, The Australian.

Tough Sell

The federal government is spruiking the benefits
to drivers of controversial proposed regulations
on greenhouse has and pollution emissions that
would be imposed on cars and light vehicles as
part of Australia’s Paris climate change pledges.
The government announced it was working on
three proposals that would force car makers
to supply Australia with engines that are more
fuel-efficient and meet tougher standards for
toxic emissions, and look at ways of improving
the quality of fuel sold at the bowser.

A regulatory impact statement released in
December has revealed the government’s intention
to introduce mandatory CO2 emissions standards
and stricter noxious emissions standards for cars
sold in Australia as part of its response to emission
targets set by the Paris climate agreement.

World Vision Under Fire

The removal of 91-unleaded petrol – the lowest
octane fuel and the country’s cheapest and most
popular fuel – has been presented as an option
to meet the new standards in a government
discussion paper. AAA chief executive Michael
Bradley said that while the organisation wanted
to see cleaner cars and cleaner air, Australian
consumers would not be prepared to pay
more for petrol, particularly if there was little
environmental benefit, The Australian.

World Vision is under scrutiny following
allegations by Israeli authorities that its Gaza
head Mohammad El Halabi, funnelled $US43
million to Hamas, a proscribed terror group
since 2010. ‘The sum was about 60 per cent of
World Vision funding to Gaza’, The Australian.

Limiting Car Emissions

Australia’s peak motoring organisation, the
Australian Automobile Association, is lobbying MPs
about government plans to reduce vehicle CO2 and
noxious emissions, which it claims will lead to ‘fuel
price shock’ for consumers, who would pay 15c a
litre more for petrol and up to $2000 more for cars.
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More time in bed

Birth rates in China rose to 17.8 million in 2016,
the highest level since 2000, after China issued
new guidelines allowing all parents to have
two children amid growing concerns the costs
of supporting an ageing population, The Age.

Ambassadors Recalled

Motoring groups warn the measures will
inevitably drive up the cost of vehicles – and
fuel – for consumers with a questionable
environmental pay-off given widespread
uncertainty about manufacturers’ claims about
fuel efficiency and emissions levels out side of
sterile laboratory conditions, The Australian.
A push to tighten the fuel standards of Australian
cars that could see the country’s cheapest
unleaded petrol removed from the market is
being resisted by motoring groups, amid fears the
government is ‘sleepwalking into a minefield’.

World Vision’s Jerusalem, West Bank and Gaza
charity operations – of which Australian are among
the biggest funders – have spent millions of dollars
on programs such as ‘keeping children safe online’
and ‘home gardens’, internal reports show.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS
Recognition for Palestine Near?

As the Opposition Leader Bill Shorten met with
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
in Sydney, Senator Kim Carr said a consensus
was emerging across the Labor factions for
Australia to recognise a Palestinian state. ‘I
believe that if the current intransigence of the
Israeli government is maintained it is inevitable
that we will join the 137 countries that have
recognised Palestine’, The Australian.

Foreign Minister Julie Bishop summoned home
every Australian ambassador in an unprecedented move designed to help shape the final
components of the government’s new foreign
policy. In an Australian-first, 113 heads of missions,
which includes the nation’s ambassadors, high
commissioners and consuls-generals, returned
for three days in April, as the government looks
to reset how Australia navigates its foreign, trade
and development policies on the global stage.
Every head of mission, with the exception of a few
whose terms are about to expire, met in Canberra
for a two-day meeting with Prime Minister
Turnbull, Ms Bishop and Trade Minister Steve
Ciobo, as well as a representative from Labor, to
contribute to the long-waited Foreign Policy White
Paper, due to be delivered later this year, The Age.

Polish Tusk back

EU leaders have confirmed Donald Tusk for a
second term as their president. The 27 other EU
leaders overrode weeks of objections from the
nationalist government in Warsaw, which has a
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long and bitter rivalry with former prime minister
Mr Tusk and opposed giving him another EU term.
MR Tusk’s supporters portrayed his re-election
as head of the EU Council as a sign of stability
and continuity for the bloc, The Australian.

Downer’s Brexit Push

Australia’s High Commissioner to Britain
Alexander Downer has appeared in a self-narrated
and often wooden short documentary on the
BBC to urge Britain to ‘get on’ with leaving the
European Union. The four minute film features
Mr Downer strolling through Australia House and
is set to an acoustic version of Waltzing Matilda,
finishing with Mr Downer being chauffeured
through central London in a Jaguar car with
the number plate ‘AUS1’, The Australian.

World Insecurity Comes to Devos

The annual trek up the Swiss Alps to the World
Economics Forum in Davos, the mood is anything
but celebratory. Beneath the veneer of optimism
over the economic outlook lurks acute anxiety
about an increasingly toxic political climate, and
a deep sense of uncertainty surround the US
presidency, The Australian Financial Review.
Antonio Guterres has replaced Ban Ki-Moon
as UN secretary-general. Since it was founded
on the ashes of the League of Nations, the UN
has embodied the hopes of the groundbreaking
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. ‘All victims
of human rights abuses should be able to look
to the Human Rights Council as a forum and a
springboard for action’ Ban declared recently.
Consisting of 47 member states, the UNHRC is
supposed to be the foremost global platform
for safeguarding and advancing human rights.
However, the body is highly politicised, with
many members acting in sovereign interests.
Furthermore, member states China, Russia,
Saudi Arabia and Venezuela are themselves
human rights violators. While Aleppo burns, the
UNHCR fiddles with reports, The Australian.

Brexit In Motion

British MPs have approved the first stage of a
Bill empowering Prime Minister Theresa May to
start pulling Britain out of the European Union.
The Bill, which would allow the government to
trigger Article 50 of the EU’s Lisbon Treaty and
formally begin two years of exit negotiations.
Labour and other opposition parties will try to
amend the Bill at the next stage, to give parliament
greater scrutiny over Brexit talks, Herald Sun.

London Terror

The terror attack on Westminster Bridge and near
the Houses of Parliament in London strikes at the
heart of our modern democracy, Herald Sun.

DEFENCE
Drone Revolution

The RAAF revolution is bringing to Australia
not just the Joint Strike Fighter but also the
Growler radar jamming fighter, the Tritons and

the armed Reaper drone or some equivalent. To
understand how profound the change is going
to be, it’s necessary to stop thinking about
individual planes and instead imagine them in
a network with each other, with satellites, ships,
ground radar stations and other allied forces.
The Australian Strategic Policy Institute’s Malcolm
Davis describes an imagined future scenario
in which Australian air combat forces confront
Chinese fighter planes, surface-to-air missiles
based on artificial islands, and ships, The Age.

Concerned With Sub Costs

Nick Xenophon has expressed concerns
about cost blowouts and others potential
problems with the $50 billion submarine
contract after the federal government rejected
his request to apply extra scrutiny to the
mammoth project in his home state of South
Australia, The Australian Financial Review.

SPORTS
Shots Fired

Australian Olympic boss John Coates
has fired another shot in his war with the
Australian Sports Commission, releasing
an email he sent to Australian Institute of
Sport director Matthew Favier removing
him from, and denying him any further role
in, the planning for the Tokyo 2020 Games.

AOC Showdown

The success or failure of the Australian
Olympic movement is ultimately measured
on the brutal metric of the medal count. In
that, there’s a widespread perception that
something is wrong in Australia. At the 2004
Olympic Games, Australia bagged 50 medals,
a figure that slid to just 29 in Rio in 2016.

INDIGENOUS AFFAIRS
Push for Recognition

Constitutional recognition of Indigenous
Australians has been blindsided by more radical
demands, with an official forum in Hobart insisting
that plans for a referendum must be accompanied
by treaty talks. The gathering, the first of 12 such
invite-only indigenous community meetings
nationwide, concluded that all delegates were
‘firmly committed to pursuing a treaty’ and that this
must deal with ‘sovereignty, a land and a financial
settlement’ as well as an agreed time frame.
‘A discussion of constitutional recognition (can) only
take place simultaneously with a proper consideration of treaty,’ states a written communiqué
issued setting the tone for fiery negotiations at
the upcoming gatherings. These will be held over
several weeks in Perth, Broome, Dubbo, Brisbane,
Adelaide, Sydney, Melbourne, Cairns, Darwin, Alice
Springs and Thursday Island, ahead of a national
convention in April at Uluru, The Australian.

The fight between John Wylie and John Coates,
two of the most powerful men in Australian
sport, has, at its heart, a disagreement about
how best to use diminishing government funding
and smaller corporate donations to win the
maximum possible number of medals. But there’s
also a clash between two big personalities.
Wylie is what Coates is not – Melbourne-based,
Liberal party-aligned and royalty in Melbourne’s
elite business circles. Sydney-based Coates
portrays himself as a man found trackside rather
than in a boardroom, and whose unquestionable
commitment to Olympics and independent
leadership – keeping the federal government at
a distance – means he should keep his job. Each
sporting federation, regardless of its size or success,
gets two votes for the AOC presidency, The Age.
CUB Ends CA Sponsorship
Carlton & United Breweries has pulled
stumps on its 20-year sponsorship of the
Australian cricket team, The Age.

Body of Indigenous Advisory
Council Dismissed

Prime Minister Turnbull has dismissed the
body established by Tony Abbott to advise on
Indigenous issues, as part of a plan to appoint
new members and replace outspoken chairman
Warren Mundine. The government’s 12-person
Indigenous Advisory Council was established after
the Coalition’s 2013 election win, headed by former
Labor Party national president and providing
advice on a range of Indigenous issues and
practical changes to improve the lives of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Australians, The Age.

SOCIETY
Occasion of Privilege

The body representing more than 140 Catholic
dioceses, religious orders and other institutions
is calling for new national laws making it a crime
to not report information about child sex abuse –
unless it is obtained by a priest during confession.
In a formal submission to the child abuse royal
commission, the Truth, Justice and Healing
Council Argues this exemption would reflect
Victorian legislation granting a similar ‘occasion
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of privilege’ to that protecting communication
between lawyers and their clients. The issue
is expected to provoke controversy when the
Royal Commission into Institutional Responses
to Child Sexual Abuse holds a three-week
hearing into the Church, The Australian

40 Million by 2057

Projections by the Australian Bureau of Statistics
put the nation’s population at 40 million within
40 years, more than double that of a decade ago.
The strongest growth won’t be in Victoria and
NSW, despite Melbourne and Sydney expected
to be home to eight million people each by 2057.
Social researcher Mark McCrindle said Australia’s
population growth was being driven by migrants,
a baby boom and a longevity boom. The ABS says
WA’s population will soar from 2.6 million to 6.1
million, and Queensland will grow 85 per cent to 8.9
million. KPMG demographer Bernard Salt said the
projected growth would mean ‘greater competition for housing in the future than ever before’.
But he added: ‘Australia is bigger and better today
than it was 10,20 and 40 years ago’, Herald Sun.

Turnbull and Donald Trump over the proposed
refugee resettlement deal. Relations between
the nations were plunged into confusion after
a report by The Washington Post detailed
the abrasive nature of the call, The Age.
Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull has
redoubled his government’s push to keep
alive the teetering Trans-Pacific Partnership
trade deal and condemned US President
Donald Trump’s drift towards protectionism, The Australian Financial Review
A rising US dollar and President Donald Trump’s
more personal style of global diplomacy presents
an opportunity to revisit a version of the G7 group
of nations according to a veteran of financial
diplomacy. Charles Dallara, a top Reagan era
US Treasury official who helped negotiate the
1985 Plaza Accord among five G7 nations, said
the G7’s de facto successor the G20 group of
nations that includes Australia, was ‘simply too
large and too cumbersome to be the centre
of co-ordinated policies’, The Australian.

Automation Taking Blue Collar Jobs

After wrecking machinery and burning down
mills across Lancashire, the rampaging mobs
were only finally brought to heel after fighting
pitched battles with the army. In the crackdown
that followed, many Luddites were shot dead,
more than 20 were hanged, dozens were shipped
to Australia – and parliament made the smashing
of industrial machinery a capital offence.

Letter from America:

Where’s The Beef…and Pork

America’s beef and pork producers have written
a letter to US President Donald Trump urging
him to strike a free trade deal with Japan so they
can combat Australia in the lucrative Japanese
market. The move by the US National Cattleman’s
Beef Association and the National Pork Producers
Council comes after Trump backed out of the TransPacific Partnership trade agreement, The Age.

Playing the Trump Card

Former prime minister John Howard personally
identifies with two factors that he believes
won Donald Trump the US Presidency. These
factors are political correctness and identity
politics – those favoured by the bogeyman of the
culture wars. ‘He did articulate the resentment
of many Americans towards the avalanche
of political correctness, under which not only
Americans are living but Australians are living’.
‘I think the other thing Trump benefited
from was the excessive identification of the
Democratic party campaign with what I would
call identity politics’ Howard said, The Age.

Abe First to Greet Trump

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe became
the first foreign leader to meet Donald Trump
after his election victory in November. It was a
deliberate gamble – part of Abe’s push to take on
a more influential leadership role for his country,
especially given the rising risks and uncertainties in
the Asian region, The Australian Financial Review.

AUS-US Relations

Australia’s relationship with the United States,
has been rocked (in February) by the leaking of a
fiery telephone conversation between Malcolm
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That was more then 200 years ago. But the
backlash against automation and its impact on
manufacturing jobs remains a powerful force – and
not just in the mill towns of northern England.
On the campaign trail last year, Donald Trump
blamed the destruction of US manufacturing jobs
on shoddy trade deals and low-cost competition
from Mexico and China. In truth, it was the
relentless march of automation and industrial
robots produced by the likes of Kuka, the German
company, that played a bigger role in up-ending
America’s blue-collar jobs market, The Australian.

Protectionist Shift

While some of his advisers suggested that he would
slip back into a more conventional Republican
approach, Trump dropped hints that he intended
to push his party away from its free-market ,
internationalist dogma on trade, foreign alliances,
immigration, infrastructure spending and
prescription drug access. The hints are over.

An inaugural speech delivered with the same
blunt force that propelled Trump’s insurgent
campaign has dashed Republican hopes for a
more traditional agenda. ‘Every decision on trade,
on taxes, on immigration, on foreign affairs
will be made to benefit American workers and
American families,’ he said. Trump’s vision will
inevitably collide with establishment Republican
leaders in Congress, and the outcome could
determine not just the success of his presidency,
but also the identity of the party, The Age.

Trump’s Shake Up of Identity Politics

Grievance culture invites a backlash. Trump
won as voters found the alternative worse. As
Donald Trump’s new presidency surges across
our politics, creating chaos and uncertainty,
there is one element of his victory where most
Australian politicians remain in ideological
denial – the revolt against identity politics.

During the Obama era the US underwent a cultural
revolution. Fuelled by social activists on race,
sec and gender issues and the decisive swing by
younger people to social liberalism as a way of life,
the Democratic Party embraced identity politics
as a brand. It mirrored the values transformation
that swept through many American institutions:
the academy media, art, entertainment and
much of the high income earning elite. But
revolutions are only guaranteed to bring
counter-revolutions in their wake, The Australian.

United States of Dysfunction

The dysfunction of the US political system weighed
heavily on the outcome of the 2016 election. The
charge that big money and powerful special
interests were corrupting Congress and lining
the pockets of ‘elites’ at the expense of ordinary
citizens was one that united the two outsider
candidates from right to left, Trump and Bernie
Sanders. Both of them vilified Hillary Clinton
as personification of this kind of corruption,
since the Clintons had enriched themselves by
taking money from powerful interest groups.
Both targeted Wall Street banks such as Goldman
Sachs as particular villains and, as the year ground
on, the right took the charge to new heights, with
Trump damning a range of American institutions as
corrupt, including the FBI, the Federal Reserve and
electoral administrations across the country. The
American political system has indeed become dysfunctional; the trouble is that critics such as Trump
and Sanders don’t correctly identify the source of
the problem, and could not offer anything by way
of real solutions, The Australian Financial Review.

Stopping Bad Hombres

Donald Trump has threatened to send US
troops to Mexico to stop ‘bad hombres down
there’ unless Mexican troops do a better job
of quelling violent drug cartels, Herald Sun.

Junking US Alliance Would Threaten Us

Because he can’t stand Donald Trump, Greens
leader Richard Di Natale reckons we should ‘junk’
our strategic relationship with the US. Doing
that would open our borders to a hostile foreign
invasion. The hypocritical message here is clear. If,
like Trump, you’re worried about Islamic terrorists
crossing your borders, you’ll be accused of racism.
But follow Islamic countries Algeria, Bangladesh,
Brunei, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Malaysia,
Oman, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Syria, the
United Arab Emirates and Yemen in forbidding
Jews from entering your territory? Apparently
that’s perfectly OK. I’ve spoken to older people
who remember when US soldiers, sailors, airmen
and marines began arriving on our shores.

Fearful Australians in 1942 were genuinely
relieved to gain a powerful ally. The threat of
Japanese invasion, once very real, appeared far
less likely with the US firmly on our side. But
even the most rabid mung bean-eating, fossil
fuel-hating Greenie isn’t entirely stupid. If we do
as Di Natale suggests and junk the US alliance,
Australia will eventually suffer. No one really
knows from where the next great threat might
come, writes Tom Elliott for the Herald Sun
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Governor Lachlan Macquarie, instigator
of Australian currency, initially in
the form of the Holey Dollar and a
Dump, punched and stamped Spanish
dollars modified into a crude but
effective interim monetary system.
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